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ABSTRACT
by
Hope A- Walter
Dr. Alice Corkill 
Associate Professor of Educational Psychology 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Research on remedial reading programs has a controversial history. Although extensive 
research has been conducted on pull-out programs, far less research has evaluated remedial 
reading programs within the regular classroom. This study investigated whether using the basal 
or a new program. Project STARS, would produce reading gains in intermediate remedial 
readers. It was hypothesized that Project STARS sutqects would show a greater academic gain 
in three areas. To evaluate this hypothesis, 46 students were assessed in August and 
December to determine the amount of growth for each student after instruction in either the 
Project STARS method or the basal text Results indicated both groups had gain in all three 
measures. However, Project STARS students showed significantly (p < .001) greater gains in 
reading comprehension. Although Project STARS appears to be an effective method for 
improving reading comprehension, further research will need to be conducted to determine any 
potential long term benefits.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
One of the most essential tasks for any elementary child is to learn to read. There «cists a 
continuing concern about the failure of some students to read to the expectations of the schcx)l 
(Allington & McGill-Franzen, 1989). A large portion of research in the area of reading often 
focuses on the difficulties that children have in leaming to read and the pull-out programs 
designed to aid these struggling children. While many of these pull-out programs such as Early 
Interventicxr in Reading (EIR), Success for All, and tutoring have proven successful, the research 
also suggests that many of the other remediation techniques often prove to be largely ineffective 
(Wasik & Slavin, 1993; Kennedy, Birman, & Demaline, 1986). Although many remedial 
techniques have been studied, there has been less investigation into supplemental interventions 
within the classroom setting. Many of ttie studies that have considered reading within the regular 
classroom have examined the traditional basal text and its reliance on worktxxjfc pages, 
comprehension questions, and lack of appropriate levels of literature for the students (Samuels & 
Farstrup, 1992). While basal texts have been mcxfified and improved throughcxit the years, there 
has been far less research into the benefits of ttie tasal text for remedial students. There is also 
a lack of research in the area of providing supplemental reading instruction to the remedial 
students within a classroom setting.
While some pull-out programs have proven successful, ttie current educational trend (as 
seen in ttie elimination of ttie Reading Improvement Programs within ttie Clark County Sctiool 
District) is to work within ttie classroom to provide aid to underachieving students. Ttie potential 
tienefits of this have yet to be determined. However, a current supplemental reading program. 
Project STARS, has begun to tie implemented in some intermediate classes throughout ttie Clark
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2County School District in effort to keep remedial reading students within their regular education 
classroom. Its focus is on teaching intermediate remedial reading students how to read and 
comprehend written material. While some research has tieen started on ttie tienefits of 
employing Project STARS as a supplemental reading program, more research is needed to 
determine its tienefits atiove and tieyond the regular classroom reading instruction. In ttie study 
reported tiere, ttie tienefits of ttie tiasal program for remedial intermediate students (within ttie 
regular education classroom) were investigated. The potential tienefit of the reading program. 
Project STARS, on intermediate remedial reading students was also investigated. It was 
hypothesized ttiat alttiough ttie tiasal text would provide some reading gains to struggling 
intermediate readers. Project STARS, wtien used in conjunction with the traditional tiasal 
program would yield larger gains in reading compretiension, sight vocabulary, and spelling 
ability. In order to understand the necessity for this investigation, the previous research on the 
traditional basal program, pull-out programs, and components of ttie Project STARS program 
must be reviewed. A review of ttie Project STARS program has also been included to provide a 
greater understanding of the program ttiat was used in this study.
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CHAPTER 2
UTERATURE REVIEW
Children with leaming disabilities, at-risk status, and/or poor reading ability are increasing in 
the mainstream education classroom. Many of the traditional pull-out programs designed to 
remediate these problems are costly, time consuming, and lack sufficient evidence of their ability 
to help these children. It has become increasingly important for the regular education teacher to 
supplement instruction to assist these failing children.
Children with reading difficulties, leaming disabilities, and underachieving reading students 
are increasing within the regular classroom setting. "Recent figures from the U.S. Office of 
Special Education and Rehatiilitation Services (1990) documented that since 1976, the number 
of children between the ages of six and twenty-one classified as leaming disatXed has more than 
doutiled" (Allington & Walmsley, 1995, p. 116). In fact, more and more students, especially 
primary children, acquire a leaming disability label (Allington & Walmsley, 1995). The impact of 
these figures on educators is significant Teachers are faced with the cfiallenge of providing 
reading instruction to all of their students, regardless of instructional level. For example, Austin 
and Morrison (1963) reported that 30 children in a fourth-grade classroom will have a reading 
grade equivalent range of 1.8 to 6.7. In light of the research, teachers must decide the most 
appropriate way to educate each child in his or her classroom and how to orchestrate that 
instruction.
Historically, the majority of educators tielieved that low achieving students should be 
removed from the regular classroom in order to teach them howto read. Allington and Walmsley 
(1995) reported on these inaccurate teactier beliefs about reading in the elementary school. 
These belief begin with the theory that not all children could achieve literacy (the ability to read)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
with their peers. Educators often assume that at least one. if not several, of the students in their 
dass, regardless of modifications, will not be atWe to leam to read and comprehend written 
material at their grade level. Allington and Walmsley (1995) also reported that children with 
reading difficulties need slower-paced lessons and that special education teachers and programs 
were the best way to help children with reading difficulties. Based on these beliefs, educators 
would recommend a pull-out program in order to provide reading remediation. Although some 
pull out programs are integrated and coordinated with tfie regular education classroom, the most 
common form of remediation involves a pull-out program that is taught by a special education 
teacher (Hoffman, 1986). Current research offers contrasting findings regarding pull-out 
programs.
Remediation programs generally fit into three categories; tutoring, small group, and wtioie 
dass. Generally, tutoring is thougtit to be the most effective way of remediating reading 
protWems (Aaron & Joshi, 1992). Tutoring, however, is time consuming, costly, and must involve 
one-on-one interaction with ttie remedial child (Aaron & Joshi, 1992). Alttiough tutoring is highly 
benefidal, it is unlikely to occur within the regular dassroom setting. Therefore, it is necessary to 
find altemative methods of remediation ttiat are also effective. Although a discussion of 
alternative benefidal remediation programs is not provided in this artide. a review of effective 
components within successful programs follows.
Research of competent spedal education teactiers suggests that other effective pull-out 
reading programs often indude; homogenous grouping of instruction of skills, instruction on ttie 
concept of print, alphabetic prindple, letter sound assodata'ons, decoding skills, text elements, 
and compretiension strategies (Rankin-Erickson and Pressley, 2000). In addition, effective 
remedial programs are a result of the coordination of quality dassroom instruction with ttie 
compensatory instruction (Pikulski, 1994). In other words, when the remedial program and ttie 
tegular dassroom program work togettier to meet the needs of the remedy student, the results 
are often more significant Several ottierctiaracteristics induded in effective pull-out programs 
are: additional time for reading and reading related tasks, repeated readings of familiar t«d.
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systematic instruction in word recognition, and regular assessment or evaluation of the student's 
progress, such as running records, reading inventories, or sight vocabulary tests. There has 
been consideratWe evidence that pull-out programs may be successful (Aaron & Joshi, 1992; 
Pikulski, 1994). However, there is also sufficient research criticizing pull-out programs (Allington 
& McGill-Franzen, 1989).
Recent findings indicate that not all pull-out/remedial programs are a tienefitial altemative to 
aid low achieving students in ttie area of reading. Traditionally, children wtio were latieled 
leaming disabled, special education, or at-risk were pulled out of the regular education classroom 
to receive additional instruction. If a child qualified as a special education student, ttie student 
would be latieled either mildly handicapped or leaming disatiled. Ttie special education child 
would be pulled out of ttie regular dassroom for part or all of the day and placed in a special 
dassroom with a different curriculum from the regular education dassroom. Ttie child receiving 
compensatory education, or a ‘catdi-up” program, stiould be receiving similar, quality instruction 
that they would have received in ttieir regular education dassroom. This, however, is not always 
the case. Often young children who are at risk of academic failure in reading are typically served 
in one of two intervention programs: compensatory education or spedal education (McGill- 
Frazen & Allington, 1990). Much ofttieavailatWe evidence suggests ttiat many of ttie current 
compensatory programs are lacking (Hoffman, 1986). One problem with compensatory pull-out 
programs is that they often supplant a significant portion of ttie regular reading dass (Hoffriian, 
1986). As a result, students in pull-out programs rarely receive a greater amount of reading 
instructional time. McGill-Franzen and Allington (1990) suggested that ttiere is considerable 
overlap in both types of remediation and often both tend to have little similarity to the regular 
dassroom curriculum. Segregation of remedial students and lack of coordination between 
remedial instruction and regular education instruction are dted as protWems with some of the 
availatWe pull-out programs (Hoffriian, 1986).
One question ttiat is now routinely asked is whettier there exists evidence ttiat spedalized 
personnel enhance the quality of dassroom instruction (Gamtxell. Morrow, Newman. & Pressley,
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61999). Although pull-out programs were originally intended to provide additional assistance for 
struggling readers, many times they did ttie exact opposite. Morris. Ervin, and Conrad (1996) 
suggested ttiat if educators had tieen given adequate training in teactiing reading (a crucial 
assumption), a leaming disatiilities teactier could make a positive difference. A study on 
disadvantaged/struggling second grade reading students found ttiat special services did not 
appear to contritxjte to success in reading or to deriate from the regular curriculum enough to tie 
considered an intervention (McGill-Franzen & Allington, 1990). In this study, ttie researctiers 
found ttiat instructional materials were often inappropriate in terms of difficulty level and that 
often ttie instruction was used as a sutistitute for regular instruction instead of as a supplement 
They also found that children in specialized programs often spent more time doing seatwork and 
less time in active instruction ttian ttieir regular education peers (McGill-Franzen & Allington,
1990).
Some claim that ttiere is no proof ttiat reading interventions will increase ttie amount of 
reading tiy poor readers or ttiat ttieir reading atiility will improve (Shany & Biemiller, 1995). 
Participants in some reading programs received less reading instruction ttian nonparticipants 
(Allington & McGill-Franzen, 1990). Students in remedial instruction also spent twice as much 
time in norvacademic activities as ttiey spent on reading (McGill-Franzen & Allington, 1969).
On many occasions, at-risk students were excluded from classroom reading groups and 
received reading instruction only in ttie support program (McGill-Franzen & Allington, 1990). 
While time out of the regular classroom might be necessary for instruction, the critical question is 
how ttiat time is used (Hoffriian, 1986). Not only were ttie pull-out programs replacing regular 
classroom reading instruction, ttiey were also minimizing ttie quantity of time spent reading. 
Some special education students received virtually no reading instruction (McGill-Franzen & 
Allington, 1990). Through research it was found ttiat students in many special reading programs 
spend most of ttieir remedial reading time doing seatwork. This often included completing dittoes 
of language arts materials, spelling workstieets, sight word programs, and skill related basal 
workstieets, such as compretiension or summary workstieets (McGill-Franzen & Allington, 1990).
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Another problem with puli-out programs was the quality of the instruction that was received. The 
instruction offered was often less intensive, less active in teaching, and included more seat work 
than in the regular education classroom (McGill-Franzen & Allington. 1990). This is in 
concurrence with Shany and Biemilleris (1995) findings that poor readers spent much less time 
reading and read fewer pages than atWe readers in regular education. In effect, pull-out programs 
show wide variability in instructional tasks that have weak or nonexistent links to the regular 
education curriculum (McGill-Franzen & Allington. 1990). Overall, research shows that some 
traditional pull-out programs are costly, time consuming, and produce few results that could not 
be achieved in the regular classroom. In attempts to reform pull-out programs, the current trend 
tends to keep at-risk students in the regular classroom for most, if not all, of the day. This places 
the responsibility of educating the at-risk or leaming disabled student back on the regular 
education teacher.
In summary, pull out programs continue to be a controversial topic. While some pull out 
programs have tieen found to provide lasting benefits to struggling students, others result in little 
to no academic growth. Pull-out programs need to be evaluated on a case by case tiasis to 
determine their instruction benefit
Current research does suggest that children benefit from access to increased exposure to 
higher-qual'ity instruction that includes; active teaching, contextual reading, instructional 
effectiveness, and selection of appropriate materials and tasks (Allington & McGill-Franzen. 
1989). The features that appear to be essential for successful remediation in reading were 
focused, direct and appropriate instruction (Samuels & Farstrup, 1992). Children with reading 
difficulty need larger amounts of guided reading opportunity in order to leam reading strategies 
(Gambrell et al.. 1999). Most will need a supply of books at appropriate levels-typically levels 
different from the books used in the daily classroom. A summary of effective remedial practices 
is presented in Table 1. In other words, wfiat is happening during instruction is more important 
than where it is happening (Hoffman. 1986).
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8The remaining sections will look at two intermediate level reading programs: the traditional 
approach of the basal reader and a new program entitled project STARS. They will be defined, 
compared, and discussed as potential programs for these struggling readers.
Project STARS
An attempt to provide a multimethod, multileveled, challenging reading program to 
intermediate children who are poor readers is the mission of Project STARS. Project STARS 
was developed to help intermediate children (grades three to five) who are struggling with 
reading. Using New Zealand’s Reading Recovery program as a framework. Project STARS 
employs similar components to provide at-risk students with the skills and strategies they need to 
become proficient readers (Project STARS manual, 1997). The New Zealand studies on 
Reading indicated ttiat regardless of gender, economic status, or sodolinguistic group, the 
lowest-achieving children make accelerated progress in ttie Reading Recovery program (Lyons, 
Pinnell, & DeFord, 1993). However, ttie Reading Recovery program also has its stiare of 
conflicting results.
Reading Recovery is considered a preventive tutoring program ttiat uses trained teactiers to 
work one-on-one with ttie lowest 20 percent of their class (Wasik & Slavin, 1993). Wtien ttie 
student reacties a level of performance equal to that of the middle reading group of their peers, 
ttiey are removed from the program. Ottierwise, the student continues to be tutored for 30 
minutes a day. DeFord, Pinnell, Lyons and Young (1988) conducted a study in which students 
were assigned to eittier a Reading Recovery group or a control group. The results indicated first 
grade students assigned to the Reading Recovery group made greater gains in word tests, 
concepts of print writing vocatiulary. dictation, and text reading. The control group scored better 
on letter recognition. In a two year follow-up on the students, however, the effect size had 
diminished each year after the study for both groups, although the Reading Recovery’s effect 
was still slightly higher (DeFord et al.. 1988). In addition, they found that student grade retention 
rates had dropped, but by the third grade the retention results of the Reading Recovery subjects
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9was nearly equ^ to the control group subjects. The benefits of ttie Reading Recovery program 
decreased over time to the extent that the two groups were almost equal (in terms of retention 
rates) by the end of ttie third grade.
Reading Recovery has been criticized for having a policy of not serving already retained 
students and not providing any connection to dassroom instruction (Wasik & Slavin. 1993). 
Traditionally, if a child had been retained in a grade previously, ttiat student would not be eligible 
to partidpate in the Reading Recovery program. The selectiveness of students for ttie Reading 
Recovery program has lead to speculation about the validity of some of the Reading Recovery 
research (Wasik & Slavin, 1993). Alttiough ttiere are discrepandes in ttie long term benefits of 
Reading Recovery, its key components have been utilized and replicated in many other effective 
programs (Allington & Walmsley, 1995: Wasik & Slavin, 1993).
Project STARS has ttie same four major components as Reading Recovery. Instruction 
each day requires a thirty minute block of uninterrupted time, using ttiose four key components. 
As listed in Table 2, the four components of a STARS lesson indude: 1) rereading of a familiar 
text. 2) direct instruction on word pattems/phonics instruction, 3) guided reading, and 4) 
independent reading with a written assignment STARS is intended to be used with a small 
group of at-risk, academically low. or leaming disabled readers. Instruction should be 
individualized or consist of a maximum of five students in a group (Pikulski, 1994).
The first part of STARS is the rereading of familiar text Repeated readings allow the student 
to build vocabulary and be familiar with context The use of repeated readings are supplemental 
in that they should be used as a part of a developmental reading program, not as the only aspect 
of reading instruction. The purpose of repeated readings is to txjild fluency and enhance 
comprehension (Samuels. 1979). Rereadings are particularly suitable for students with special 
leaming disabilities (Samuels. 1979). Repeated exposure to familiar words and material should 
help ttie student develop a greater sigtit vocatxilary. build vocabulary, and become familiar with 
contact (Shany & Biemiller, 1995). Rereadings may also increase the automaticity of the 
student’s reading. Automaticity of word recognition increases student’s reading fluency and
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allows for a greater opportunity to gain meaning from ttie text (Strecker, Roser, & Martinez. 
1998). Ttiere is a strong relationship tietween compretiension and fluency (Strecker et al..
1998). Poor readers read slowly, producing a single word at a time, which severely limits their 
overall understanding of the passage (Hastxouck, Ihnot & Rogers, 1999). In addition, poor 
readers will often ignore punctuation so ttiat phrases and sentences tiecome meaningless 
(Hasbrouck et al., 1999). As a result, reading for meaning is greatly hindered for a student when 
word recognition is so difficult (Stanovich, 1998). Therefore, exposure to familiar text and words 
is one of the benefits of the rereading activity. Samuels and Farstrup (1992) added ttiat repeated 
reading tias been used successfully with mentally handicapped ctiildren. Alttiough it is a useful 
technique for non-automated decoders, it is not recommended for students wtio are already 
reading fluently (Samuels & Farstrup, 1992).
Repeated readings are ttie most universally used remedial reading technique to help poor 
readers improve reading skills (Samuels, 1979). Its effectiveness is two-fold. First, it allows the 
child to feel comfortatile reading due to ttie familiarity of the words. Secondly, the rereading of 
text provides immediate, positive feedtiack regarding that child's progress. Repeated readings 
also allow words to be transformed into sight vocatnjiary for ttie child. There is considerable 
evidence ttiat ttie use of repeated readings increases both rate and accuracy of ttie reading and. 
subsequently, leacte to fewer rer^xlings in future sessions (Strecker, Roser, & M artins. 1998).
As a part of ttie STARS approach, children are timed during rereadings in order to determine 
if fluency has increased. Timing students while rereading familiar text may result in increased 
fluency for slow readers (Ctiomsky, 1978). The rereading assessment of ttie student’s progress 
and fluency stiould occur frequently. Before a timed rereading, the student will practice ttie 
familiar text several times. Ttie goal of repeated readings is to increase the child’s fluency and 
confidence. Ttie student reads ttie passage aloud while tieing timed and the results are 
recorded. Ttiis allows ttie ctiild to see ttie progress he/stie is making in fluerxry. Ttie teactier 
should record ttie student as he/stie is rereading. The recordings, or running records, can be 
used to analyze the student’s reading problems. Omissions, insertions, mispronunciations, and
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self-corrections are noted by the teacher (Barr. Sadow. & Biachowicz. 1990). The student’s 
mistakes can then be analyzed to determine a child’s most prevalent reading problems.
Listening to the student read may also allow the teacher to detect other protiiems the student is 
having and identify the word identification skills protWematic for tfie child (Barr & Johnson. 1991). 
Teacfiers stiould provide assistance on difficult words ttiat may hinder ttie child’s fluency (Morris. 
1986). The teactier may choose to discuss the errors with ttie child after the reading to assist the 
child in leaming the mistakes he/stie commonly makes. The type and numtier of miscues ttiat a 
reader experiences or corrects provides insigtit into their ability to integrate context and print 
information (Barr. Sadow. & Blactiowicz. 1990). Once ttie student reads ttie text in under a 
minute, the student has passed ttiat text and begins anottier familiar rereading.
Many remedial reading programs include repeated readings such as Reading Recovery, 
Reading Naturally, Success for All, Ttie Winston-Salem Project, and Early Intervention in 
Reading (EIR) (Hastxouck et al., 1999; Pikulski, 1994). Repeated readings stiould be familiar 
text ttiat students feel confident and comfortatiie reading. Frequent assessment through ttie use 
of running records can be used to show growth, find areas of weakness, and help students to 
feel successful through their recorded growth.
Ttie second part of Project STARS is ttie word study. Ttie word study portion is based 
largely on ttie influence of Words Ttieir Way, a program in which students explore words and 
patterns within words ("Project STARS' manual). In a word study, which lasts approximately 10- 
12 minutes, words are looked at in isolation (Morris, 1982). Students examine orthographic or 
spelling patterns in ttie words (Morris, 1982). Students are encouraged to explore words, find 
similarities, and make connections with words through guided instruction. This portion of ttie 
STARS lesson is important tiecause poor word recognition hinders higher level processing 
because few cognitive resources are left for compretiension after struggling to recognize words 
(Stanovich. 1998). Ttiere is substantial «cperimentai eviderx» ttiat suggests ttiat unless word 
recognition has become automatic, it will continue to be an attention-demanding process and, 
sutisequentiy, interfere with compretiension (Aaron & Joshi, 1992). By working daily on word
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recognition, students should gain increased word recognition atxl decoding abilities, allowing the 
child to focus on reading for meaning.
A word study is an instructional process, not an instructional program (Morris. 1982). It 
allows the student to compare and contrast words and discover the orthographic properties of 
words. Instructional emphasis should be placed on exploration of patterns that can be detected 
in ttie sound, structure, and meaning features of words (Templeton & Morris, 1999). Word 
studies contain both code oriented and wtiole word/meaning based approacties to word 
Identification (Stanovich, 1988). In code oriented approaches, students focus on patterns that 
occur wittiin words. Wtien students work with wtiole word or meaning tiased approaches, ttie 
words are often found within ttie text, discussed, and defined to assist the student in both sigtit 
vocatxilary and fluency in reading. Use of both techniques results in greater levels of success for 
many readers (Stanovich, 1988). In addition, children who are taugtit to read with 
ptKxiic/linguistic instruction develop greater understanding of word elements (Barr, Sadow, & 
Blactiowicz, 1990). They also contend that word recognition is strongly related to speed of initial 
reading acquisition, increased comprehension abilities, and, therefore, a certain amount of 
training is necessary. In order for students to internalize many of ttie foundational spelling 
patterns, teacher guidance and instruction is necessary (Templeton & Morris, 1999).
Wtien a child participates in a word study the student is either given or asked to make a set 
of word cards. Ttie cards are ttien given to the child and he/stie is asked to sort them any way 
the student ctiooses. Specific guidelines or instructions are not given to ttie child at this time. 
After ttie cards have been sorted by ttie child, ttie child is asked to descritie how ttie words were 
sorted. On subsequent days, the student may work with the same words again, how»rer he/stie 
may be asked to sort ttie words by spelling patterns, vowel sounds, prefixes, initial consonants, 
and so forth.
For the word study, ttie teactier selects well known, one-syllable words ttiat can be 
categorized in two to four categories. In addition, the child pronounces each word while sorting. 
It is essential that words used in the word study are at ttie appropriate developmental level.
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regardless of the age or grade of the student (Templeton & Morris, 1999). This is done t>y 
estatWishing the appropriate instructional level prior to tieginning the word studies (Templeton 
and Morris, 1999).
Four instructional levels of phonetic ability have been identified. The first level is called 
emergent Here students would work on initial and ending sounds of letters and wonfe. The 
second level is called tfie letter name or alpfiabebc group. Tfiese students would focus their 
word studies on sfiort vowel sounds, blends, and digrapfis. Tfie third level is called within word. 
Tfiese students work on long vowel and other vowel patterns. The fourth level is called syllatiles 
and affbres or syllatile juncture. This level relates to prefixes, suffixes, and eventually root and 
tiase words. A child in tfie within word level would, for example, work on long vowel pattems.
For example, the teacher might choose tfie following words for tfie student to sort
hole boat snow pole goat blow toe Joe slow joke 
Rrst, tfie child would sort tfie words in any way he or sfie wanted. This is referred to as an open 
sort Tfie open sort allows the child to explore tfie words witfiout teacfier guidance and provides 
tfie teacher an opportunity to see how the student is thinking about the words as a wtiole. Tfie 
teacfier and child would then discuss how tfie words were sorted and why. On a different day, 
the student might tie asked to do a closed sort A closed sort is generally not done until after an 
open sort has been completed. In a closed sort the teacher directs tfie student to sort the words 
based on a certain pattern. With tfie words listed above, tfie child would be guided to find tfie 
pattems of the words containing a long "o" sound. The child would pronounce each word and 
then sort it into tfie appropriate group with assistance, if necessary. Eventually, tfie child would 
sort tfiese words into tfie following categories; words with “oe”, words with a CVCe pattem 
(consonant, vowel, consonant, silent e), words with *oa”, and words with "ow". Tfie child would 
leam through sorting activities like these, that tfie long "o" sound is seen in different letter 
patterns. Word study activities involve students in comparing, contrasting, and classifying words 
(Templeton & Morrison, 1999).
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The third component of STARS is the guided reading of text with direct instruction on how to 
comprehend (Project STARS. 1997). The most critical element of the third component is the 
level of the reexling material. It is essential ttiat ttie selected text is at an appropriate instructional 
level for the student (Mom's, Ervin, & Conrad, 1996). The instructional level is defined as being 
higtier ttian ttie student's independent level. At ttie instructional level, students should be atWe to 
be aisle to read roughly 95% of the words in the t«ct A ^ dent’s independent level is defined as 
the level at which ttie child can read wittiout help (Samuels & Farstrup, 1992). Faster progress 
may tse achieved by initially having students read large numbers of books at their instructional 
level (Lyons, Pinnell, and DeFord, 1993). This allows the child initial success instead of 
continuous failure from reading books that are entirely too difficult for the child. In other words, 
texts for children at-risk stiould be very simple so that students will be successful in reading them 
(Pikulski, 1994).
Once ttie instructional level has been determined, reading material of personal high interest 
and significance to the student stiould be selected (Morris et al., 1996). High interest stories will 
provide students with the incentive to read. Teactiers must be careful to select reading materials 
ttiat are interesting, but ttiat do not overstiadow the important concepts in ttie text. Alttiough high 
interest books are anottier area of controversy, low achieving students wtio are interested and 
engaged in the book they are reading will be more likely to be successful (Aaron & Joshi, 1992). 
Children will persist in reading adtivities only wtien they are interested in wtiat they read (Aaron 
& Joshi, 1992). Intervention methods that do not arouse ttie interest of ttie reader are more likely 
to result in failure (Aaron & Joshi, 1992). After appropriate reading material has been selected, 
guided reading can begin.
Ttie New Zealand Department of Education defined guided reading as a program wtiere 
teactiers, working with a small group of students with similar reading atxlities, introduces ttie text 
works bri^ ly with the group as ttiey read ttie material, selects one or two teaching points to 
presertt, and asks ttie children to take part in an extension of their reading (Fountas & Pinnell,
1996). The goal in guided reading is to help children leam howto use independent reading
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strategies successfully. Consideratile teactier guidance is necessary to get students to read 
appropriate material (Samuels & Farstrup. 1992). For example, many ctiildren are often inclined 
to select the Harry Potter series even ttiough it is too difficult for them to read. This is vvtiy 
teacher guidance is essential in text selection. Through guided reading teachers model how to 
read for meaning. This encourages children to read for meaning at all times and provides 
teacher support as ttiey read. Ottier essential components of guided reading include: each child 
reading ttie entire t«d, ttie introduction of increasingly ctiallenging texts, and a continuous 
process of assessing and reassessing to place children in the appropriate reading group. Ttie 
purpose for guided reading, then, is to help the students tiecome independent readers.
Within the guided reading time, teactiers are to model comprehension/thinking strategies in 
order to show poor readers how to think through mental processes. Many strategies are taugtit to 
Project STARS teachers during the sixteen weeks of STARS training. It is at ttie teactieris 
discretion, however, to decide which strategies to use with each group of students. A review of 
some of ttie strategies used in Project STARS follows.
One strategy taught in Project STARS is Stauffer’s Direct Reading Thinking Activity (DRTA) 
model). In DRTA, teactiers activate prior knowledge and discuss the title and cover of the book. 
Students pose possitile questions or predictions and ttien a small part of ttie book is assigned for 
the students to read (usually a page or two). After ttie students silently read the passage that 
was assigned, ttie group of students discuss ttie selection, confirm or alter predictions, answer 
questions, and pose new questions. This process is repeated for every couple of pages to 
ensure compretiension by all students.
Anottier strategy, QAR (Question and Answer Relationship), is a process of asking different 
types of questions and answering ttiose questions based on the text QAR is a mettiod designed 
to enhance a student's ability to answer compretiension questions. In QAR, students receive 
feedback on ttieir atxlity to identify questions with a text locate responses to questions asked, 
and provide accurate responses to ttiose questions (Rafael, 1982). For «cample, a teactier may 
ask a child a question based on ttie text Ttie child upcxi answering ttie question would ttien be
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asked hew they icnew that answer. From this dialogue the teacher would introduce the three 
types of questions represented in QAR; think and search questions (which require the student to 
find the answer in the text), rigfrt there questions (answers are found directly in the text), and on 
my own (wfiere students leam to deduce information from previous «qierience and information 
from the tad). Both DRTA and QAR have been found to tie effective instructional strategies 
(Honig, 2001).
GIST (Generating Interactions Between Schemata and Text) is another strategy used in 
Project STARS. This strategy guides students' writing for the purpose of improving their 
urKlerstanding of tfie text (Project STARS manual, 1997). Through GIST, students create sfiort 
summaries, sentence by sentence, in less than fifteen words. The strategy teaches students to 
use only tfie most essential information from the text (Project STARS manual, 1997).
Reciprocal teaching, a technique to improve comprehension of «cpository t«d, is anotfier 
strategy used by STARS teactiers. In reciprocal teaching, discussions are lead, by both teacfier 
and student focusing on specific sections of a text A typical lesson using reciprocal teaching 
would begin by having the teacfier select a text from a content area. The teacher would explain 
to tfie students that their goals would be to generate questions, summarize text information, 
clarify difficult sections, and predict tfie following sections of tfie text Afterward, both the teacfier 
and students would silently read tfie section. The students would tfien construct questions, 
summaries of the text with a main idea and supporting details, ask questions about difficult 
concepts, and make predictions. Once this process has tieen modeled several times, tfie 
students assume tfie role of teacfier by leading tfie discussions (Project STARS manuai, 1997).
Request is anotfier strategy used in some Project STARS lessons. Tfie goal of request is to 
assist students in developing questions arxf a purpose for reading (Project STARS manual,
1997). Sbc steps are involved in request First the students engage in prereading preparations, 
such as predicting and vocatxjlaiy identification. Next backgrourxl information is provided, and 
students begin to silently read tfie selection. After reading, the students have a questioning 
session. Tfie questioning section allows tfie students to ask questions of tfie teactier about the
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reading selection, and the teacher is the one who needs to remember the answers. Then the 
students make new predictions or confirm their previous predictions and continue the process 
again (Manzo, 1985).
In guided reading, the teacher would need to vocalize his/her thought process in order to 
teach students how to think atxxit and respond to the texL This allows interaction between 
teacher and student. A teacher's ability to formulate good questions is crucial to the 
development of the student's comprehension (Barr. Sadow, & Biachowicz, 1990). One of the 
primary purposes of the story-reading event is the construction of meaning through the child- 
teacher interaction (Walmsley & Allington, 1995). The goal of guided reading activities is to 
encourage students to think about their thinking, as well as to model self-monitoring techniques 
such as rereading, reading on, adjusting reading speed, and checking for understanding after 
reading (Honig, 2001). After the guided reading portion is completed, the final STARS 
component is assigned to tfie student
The last part of the STARS program is the student's responsitxTity in that it is an independent 
assignment or activity. After the thirty minute lesson, the student is given an assignment by the 
teacher, usually an independent reading assignment It could be a rereading of the text that was 
just discussed, a continuation of a chapter or small book, or anottier reading selection. After the 
reading, the student is asked to respond in writing, usually through a reading journal, to the 
independent reading that he or she has just completed. The goal of the written response is to 
increase students reading comprehension and transfer the child's reading experience into written 
word. There is a general consensus in the research community that the process of writing words 
and the process of reading words draw upon the same underlying knowledge (Templeton & 
Morris, 1999). Connecting the two disciplines can be accomplished through the writing 
experiences and dialogue about the text
To summarize. Project STARS is a four part process that involves the rereading of familiar 
t« (t instruction in a word study process, guided reading with a small group and ttie teacher, and 
an independent activity ttiat focuses on both reading and writing. The basis for ttie Project
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STARS model has been from adaptation of previously successful reading strategies and 
techniques.
Basal Readers
Basal reading programs have had a long and controversial history. Basal readers can be 
tracedbacktotheeartyyearsof our country with the use of the New England Primer (Reutzel & 
Cooter, 1992). Through the years, the basal has been transformed from the traditional "Dick and 
Jane* readers with an emphasis on controlled vocabulary to the literature rich anthologies that 
appear in classrooms across America today. Therefore, the term basal needs some clarification. 
Basais are a comprehensive, integrated, commercially prepared and sequenced set of materials 
providing developmental reading instruction through the use of student text books, workbooks, 
supplemental exercises, enrichment activities, and teacher manuals (Reutzel & Cooter, 1992). 
Although basal reading programs are used in more than 90 percent of U.S. classrooms (Samuels 
& Farstrup, 1992), it is interesting to note tfiat only five publishers account for nearly 80 percent 
of the total sales of basal texts books (Aaron & Joshi, 1992). They contend that basal readers 
are used by more than 95 percent of the schools for teaching reading to young elementary 
children. Basal reading programs are considered the mainstay of many elementary reading 
programs across the nation (Barr & Johnson, 1991). Many teactrers believe that the basal 
reader is indispensable to reading instruction (Goodman, Shannon, Freeman, & Murphy, 1987). 
Due to the basal's overwhelming popularity, a thorough discussion of its components, as well as 
its benefits and limitations is necesseuy.
The basal reader program, in itself. »  not a bad program. The basal's main strength is in ttie 
tight organization and rigor of the program (Goodman et al., 1987). Many of the major basal 
putWishing companies have programs ttiat represent a radical departure from traditional basais 
(Hoffrnan, 1998). The majority of the commonly used tiasals employ a similar organization.
Most of tire basais continue to follow the Directed Reading Activity (DRA) tfiat was first 
developed by Betts tiack in 1946 (Reutzel & Cooter, 1992). This format has several distinct
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components. The major components of many of the tiasal reading programs are listed in Table 
3. The basal components include; 1) reading preparation, in which the teacher activates prior 
knowledge of the sutqect matter and defines unfamiliar vocabulary, 2) guided reading of the text 
which should include a comprehension discussion, 3) comprehension skills training, usually 
involving a worksheet or assignment, and 4) an enrichment activity connected to ttie text’s 
subject matter.
During the introduction of ttie lesson, or the prereading section, a purpose for reading is 
discussed, as well as an introduction to potentially unfamiliar vocabuléuy. This can tie done 
through various mettiods including: direct teaching of the new vocabulary, a workstieet, or a 
class discussion of ttie words. Alttiough traditional tiasals used controlled vocalsulary as a major 
sequencing agent, ttie newer stories are often auttientic literature. Ttierefore, unfamiliar or 
difficult words are provided at the beginning of every story in each basal so teachers and 
students can identify which words are to be learned.
Following the preparation, ttie students perform guided silent reading to answer questions or 
take part in oral reading. This is ttie main reading instruction component of the basal lesson. 
Reading is a complex skill made up of certain identifiatile components: the ability to pronounce 
ttie written word and ttie ability to compretiend ttie words and text (Aaron & Joshi, 1992).
Reading instruction in ttie first two grades of elementary school stiould focus on word recognition 
skills, whereas after second grade and into junior high the focus should be on text 
comprehension and literature appreciation (Aaron & Joshi, 1992). In the intermediate grades, 
basal instruction is meant to refine and advance student’s abilities to use ttieir skills with more 
complex text (Barr & Johnson, 1991). Compretiension is the focus of many of the intermediate 
basal texts. However, there are suggestions provided in ttie teacher's guide for ptionics 
instruction, decoding skills, and grammar lessons. Due to the heavy emphasis on 
compretiension in ttie intermediate basai tectbooks, the focus of this paper will be on the 
compretiension aspect of ttie basal.
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Comprehension is an active process where the reader not only translates what is heard or 
read, but it involves construction of a tiody of information, making inferences, and building on that 
information atxive and beyond ttie words presented on the page (Aaron & Joshi, 1992). The 
factors that facilitate comprehension are vocabulary, reader's schemata, and metacognitive 
processes (Aaron & Joshi, 1992). Most of ttie teaching of compretiension in ttie basal is through 
the use of questions before, during, and after the reading of ttie stories (Goodman et al., 1987). 
The questions are usually posed by ttie teacher and they relate to whether the children 
understood the story. Questions are used throughout the reading of the text gmd they are usually 
designed to fit ttie skills appropriate for ttiat level reader (Goodman et al., 1987).
After completing the reading, the third step of the basal program begins. Here, students 
engage in some form of word analysis and/or compretiension skill, usually in ttie form of a 
worktiook activity. For each page of the stories, there are almost as many comprehension 
ctieck-up questions (Goodman et al., 1987). Concepts ranging from cause and effect and story 
elements to mood and auttior's point of view are covered in the student’s worktxxik. Not all 
worWoook exercises are beneficial, however, and the key is to be selective (Barr & Johnson,
1991).
Ttie fourth and final stage usually consists of an enrichment activity (Austin & Morrison, 
1963). The enrichment activity can eittier be an extension of the subject that was addressed in 
the story or it can be a connection to another discipline (e.g., math, science, art) that pertains to 
the story. The enrichment activity usually occurs at the end as a culminating activity. It can also 
take ttie form of a workstieet or worktxxik activity designed to extend ttie lesson. Skills such as 
diagrams, maps, and ctiart reading are some of ttie workstieet designed materials that are used 
for enrichment activities to be completed eittier individually or as a dass.
Currently basal textbooks are used in many elementary classrooms across ttie nation.
Basais have ctianged considerably throughout ttie years, but many are still t»sed on ttie DRA 
modet posed by Bett Ttie components of a basal lesson often include a prereading introduction 
ttiat includes a vocatxilary review and a purpose for reading, a guided reading lesson with an
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intermediate focus on comprehension, a comprehension activity that is to be performed or 
completed by the student, and a culminating or enrichment activity. Basais, like many other 
aspects of reading instruction, have both benefits arxl limitations that need to be addressed.
Basal reading programs are comprehensive and provide systematic and sequential 
instruction from kindergarten to eighth grade (Barr & Johnson, 1991). Any reading program must 
include opportunities for students to read a variety of texts and discuss the ideas presented (Barr 
& Johnson, 1991). The tiasals of today contain a wide variety of all types of literature. Children 
are exposed to many genres and topics they might miss if all their reading was self-selected 
(Walmsley & Allington, 1995). The basal provides an important source of support and serves 
as a foundation for reading instruction (Barr & Johnson, 1991). The basal program is developed 
by scfiolars through educational publisfiers and they include all the necessary materials for 
reading instruction (Barr & Johnson, 1991 ). Basais outline the major goals for each year and 
provide organized curricular plans for accomplishing those goals (Walmsley & Allington, 1995). 
The books are in a series that provides an organized, systematic program which emphasizes the 
development of understanding vocatxjiary, study skills, and other reading processes. The 
intermediate l«rel basal readers also provide some phonics instruction, structural analysis, and 
dictionary skills. The basal reader is a sequential, all-inclusive set of instructional materials that 
can teach all children to read regardless of teacher competence and learner differences 
(Goodman et al., 1987).
The basal program, however, also has several limitations. Basal readers are sometimes 
criticized for being too skill-development oriented and lacking literary quality (Aaron & Joshi,
1992). Ottier objections to the basal include: the slowing down of instructional skills wtien ttie 
material is too difficult, excessive use of workstieets, and a series ttiat shows an obvious lack of 
confidence in ttie teacher's atxiity to teach. Some believed practicing teactiers were capatWe but 
undertrained and. ttierefore. taught the way ttiey had been taught (Hoffriian, 1998).
Critics also note ttie use of wtiole group instruction with basal readers. Assignment to whole 
dass instruction means ttiat only some of ttie students will have appropriate reading materials
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(Honîg. 2001). In other words, only students reading at the level of the tiasal or higher will 
benefit (Reutzel & Cooter, 1992). The basal's major strength may also be its major weakness in 
that the essential elements of the organization and sequence do not easily permit modification 
(Goodman et al., 1987). In an attempt to allow for modifications, some basal series have begun 
to add extra reading material to be used with groups of children based on ability. Unfortunately, 
not all teachers have access to these supplemental materials and those who do may not take the 
time to use them in their program (Goodman et al., 1987). The use of one book for all students is 
not only impractical, it may also be harmful to children who are reading below the designated 
reading level. For example, low-achieving child may not be able to read the text and, therefore, 
will not be receiving reading instruction. In addition, it may discourage the child from attempting 
to read due to lack of confidence in his/her atxl'rties. Furthermore, it will require that child to 
depend on either the teacher or another child in order to complete the designated task.
Basais have also been criticized for ttieir lack of teactier resources. Teactier's manuals do 
not teach how to teach reading comprehension (Reutzel & Cooter, 1992). In addition, the basal 
often provides ample amounts of reading comprehension activities, but offers little instructional 
support on howto teach compretiension (Reutzel & Cooter, 1992). Anottier criticism is that 
teactier's editions of basal textixxiks pay little attention to student's fluency (Stanovich, 1998). 
Schumm, Vaughn, Haager, and Klingner (1994) conducted a survey in which they found ttiat 
teactiers were disinclined to use teactier edition basal textbooks for supplemental materials for 
mainstreamed students, even ttiough tti^  found the struggle to teach remedial readers skills and 
compretiension as one of ttieir greatest ctiallenges (Baumann ^  al., 2000). Ttie remedial or 
poor-reading student is often helped to read ttie too-difficult material by slowing the instruction, 
often spending a week on one story, accompanied by numerous skill-practice stieets (Lyons, 
Pinnell. & DeFord, 1993). Children who are seen as less successful will get less exposure to 
meaningful literature and more drill and practice materials with reduced language or non-teds 
(Goodman et al., 1987). Those children, in retum, are likely to be discouraged from attempting to 
read real books. Schumm et al. (1994) investigated six widely used basal programs to determine
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their suggestions for mainstreamed students in the area of reading and found only two t>asal 
reading programs provided any suggestions directed at mainstreamed students. Schumm et al. 
(1994) concluded from their study that very few suggestions are provided by current basal 
teachers' manuals to assist teachers in planning and implementing literacy instruction for 
mainstreamed students.
The use of the tiasal in the elementary classroom has both benefits and limitations. While 
the basal provides a comprehensive, sequential reading approach, it offers limited resources for 
struggling students. Barr and Johnson (1991) have made some recommendations for using a 
basal series effectively. They suggest carefully ctioosing the selections to read and the 
strategies and activities to use. In addition, they suggest supplementing basal selections with 
other materials, minimizing the isolated reading skill instructional time, and incorporating 
additional activities and strategies when necessary. Although these suggestions will not stop the 
controversy surrounding the use of basal readers, it may help teactiers to decide the best way to 
use the basal.
Two currently used reading programs have been discussed. The basal program that 
follows the ORA model, while widely popular in ttie U.S., does not seem to adequately meet the 
needs of all of the students. Project STARS, which employs aspects of Reading Recovery and 
Words ttieir Way, has been developed in answer to a growing demand for beneficial, remedial 
instruction at ttie intermediate level, that ttie regular classroom teacher can employ. Ttie 
following research project will compare these two reading programs. Ttie goal is to discover 
which program, if either, is more beneficial for ttiese at-risk students.
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METHOD
This study focused on two groups of third grade Clark County School District students. The 
first group received reading instruction taught through a traditional McMillian-McGraw basal 
program. The second group was taught using the Project STARS approach exclusively.
Although Project STARS was intended to be used as a supplemental reading program, 
participants in this study used the STARS method as their primary reading program. Each group 
was pretested using three assessments to determine their current level of atxlity in three distinct 
areas of reading. The Qualitative Spelling Inventory (QSI) evaluated their spelling 
ability/phonological awareness, the Rynt-Cooter assessed their current instructional level in 
reading comprehension, and the Slosson indicated their sight word knowledge. These three 
tests were given four months later to determine the amount of growth after instruction, if any, in 
each of the designated areas. It was hypottiesized ttiat both groups would perform better on their 
individual posttest ttian they did on ttieir pretest for all three tests. It was also hypottiesized that 
after ttie four months of reading instruction, students receiving reading instruction through Project 
STARS would; 1) perform higher on ttie Flynt-Cooter Reading Inventory than ttie students 
taught using the basal text, 2) perform better on the posttest for ttie QSI than the basal subjects, 
and 3) perform better on the Slosson word list than the basal sutyecL
Participants
Ttie sample consisted of 46 third grade students in ttie Clark County Sctiool District All 
participants had an informed consent form signed by his/tier parents, and each child signed a 
child assent form. Twenty-four students were educated using the Project STARS mettiod.
24
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The teachers wtK) taught Project STARS had previously attended a sixteen week course in 
Project Stars to be qualified to teach STARS. The ottier 22 sutyects were taught using the 
approved basal tedbook arxt accompanying materials from the basal series, but were not 
instructed using the Project STARS method. The STARS participants used the Project STARS 
method to instruct their students.
Setting
Each subject was educated in a third grade classroom in one of ttie schools within the Clark 
County Sctiool District The third grade classrooms were a dass size reduction dassroom 
containing only one teactier and no more ttian 24 children.
Materials
The 46 subjects were given a series of three tests at the beginning of the sctiool year to 
determine ttieir instructional reading level. Ttie three tests were the Flynt-Cooter Reading 
Inventory, the Slosson Word Test, which tests for word recognition, and the Qualitative Spelling 
Inventory, which determines orttiographic development or the student's understanding of written 
language/spelling.
Flynt-Cooter Reading Inventory
The first part of the reading inventory was a quick initial passage assessment There are a 
series of nine levels with three sentences written under each level. This initial assessment 
determined wtiat level to begin assessing each child. For example, the first level had the 
following three senterKes;
1. He wanted to fly.
2- The family got together.
3. The boy was jumping.
If a child couldn't read ttiese three sentences, or makes if he/she made more ttiam two mistakes 
in the reading of ttie three sentences, ttien ttie teactier knew ttiat the child was not at level one
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reading ability. The teactier ttien began assessing the child’s reading level at a PP or pre-primer 
level. However, if ttie child could read ttie three lines under level one, the child would have 
continued and attempted to read ttie sentences under level two. Once ttie child made more than 
two errors, the initial assessment was stopped, and the teacher began to use ttie narrative 
passages to determine ttie child’s reading atxlity.
If ttie child made two reading errors in level three, ttien that child was asked to read a level 
two narrative passage. The child was always started at a level ttiat was successful for ttiem in 
the initial passage reading. Next, the child was asked to read a passage silently with ttie 
knowledge that ttiey would be asked questions atxxjt the story after he/stie had finistied reading. 
After ttie child finistied reading ttie narrative passage, ttie child was asked to tell what they recall 
from ttie passage. Once the child had finistied a series of predetermined questions, which were 
written on a specific Flynt-Cooter Independent Reading Inventory (IRI) form, were asked. Wtien 
ttie ctiild had answered all the questions, the teactier asked ttie student to read ttie selection 
aloud. Ttie teactier recorded the reading miscues of that child during the oral reading on an 
assessment protocol form. After ttie oral reading, the teactier determined if the passage was too 
difficult or too easy for the child. The final aspect was an oral reading of the passage by ttie 
teactier. This assessed ttie student's listening compretiension.
Once the Flynt-Cooter had been administered, ttie teactier had an independent reading 
level, an instructional reading level, a listening compretiension reading level, and a reading level 
that was too difficult for the child. This test was the main determining factor as to which students 
would be participating in the research. Students wtio were reading below ttieir current third 
grade level were selected as ttie sutyects for this study.
QuaTitaGve Spellfng Inventory 
Ttie QSI was given to a group of individuals. The QSI is a series of 25 predetermined 
spelling words. Ttie ctiildren attempted to spell each word to ttie best of ttieir ability. The words 
were txoken into a set of five. For example, ttie first five words were;
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1. bed
2. ship
3. drive
4. bump
5. when
Teachers scan the students’ papers to determine if they child should continue ttie spelling 
inventory. If a child had missed several words in a set usually three in a block of five, then the 
child stiould be allowed to stop ttie test This test determined the student’s spelling atxiity. The 
child will be determined to be in one of four categories based on the QSI test scores: 1 ) letter 
name, 2) within word^  3) syllatile juncture, or 4) derivational constancy stage. This determined 
their spelling atWlity upon entering the third grade. If they were in the letter name stage, they 
worked with initial and erxfing sounds, blends, digraphs, and short vowel sounds. The within 
word children learned the differences between long and short vowels, and patterns within words, 
such as CW C or CVCe words. Syliatile juncture ^lellers were not sutyects of this study, 
however, they would have been working with prefixes, suffixes, and stresses and accents on 
two-syllatWe words. Although none of the subjects were in the last stage of ttie QSI, ttie 
derivational relations group would work with roots and bases in words.
Slosson Word Assessment
The Slosson is a series of lists of words that gets progressively more challenging. There are 
a total of twelve lists of words, with twenty words in each list Ttie child was asked to read ttie 
first list If ttie child missed less than ten of the words, he/stie was asked to continue onto ttie 
next list Ttie child continued to read the lets until he/she missed ten or more words. Teactiers 
were provided with step-by-step instructions on how to administer ttie Slosson assessment to 
ensure continuity in administration of ttie test Ttie teacher added up ttie number of correct 
responses. A chart was provided with the test that identified the child’s current reading level 
based on ttie numtier of words read correctly. All children participating in this study had a current 
reading level of less ttian third grade based on ttie Slosson word list assessment
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Project STARS
The two groups used materials selected for the program in which they were teaching. The 
Project STARS sutyects had a weekly set of word cards for the word study section of STARS. 
Often this was used as their weekly spelling list, instead of the regular classroom spelling list 
The numtier of cards each child had were tietween 10 and 25. The cards focused on a phonetic 
skill that the subjects for that group needed to leam. For example, a group of STARS students 
may have had word cards that had the following words;
house cow down hour shout crown town mouse bounce amount 
The children used cards for a week or two until the concept was mastered by the suty'ects.
The students instructed through Project STARS also had authentic literature to read during 
each STARS lesson. The literature depended on student ability, readability of the book, and 
interest of the subjects. The Rigtiy series books, chapter books, story books, or even a basal 
text could have tieen selected as the literature for the STARS lesson. Usually, the books were 
based on availatiility of several copies of a text and text reading level. For example, a group of 
third grade students may have read Froo and Toad Are Friends or Clifford the Bio Red Poo. 
depending on their reading atiility.
These books were also used during ttie speed reading and rereading portions of the lesson.
The sutyects were required to keep a reading response journal. In this journal, ttie subjects 
responded in writing to ttie reading selection ttiat ttiey had just finistied reading. Ttiese were ttie 
materials that were necessary for the subjects to participate in the STARS program. The 
teactier, however, tiad access to the Project STARS manual.
The manual was given to all teachers who participated in ttie sixteen week training on the 
instruction of Project STARS. Ttie manual provided charts and workstieets to help assess and 
record student performance, progress, and problems. It contained forms to perform running 
records to help assess ttie specific reading difficulty of each child. It also contained graphic 
organizers to be used by ttie student Ttie graphic organizers were used as a summative 
assessment to determine ttie students level of compretiension or as a tool to help the teactier
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«(plain a concept in the story. The manual also cxxitained different strategies to tieip ttie teactier 
teach a concept or reading strategy to ttie child.
Basal Readers
All sutyects had an approved copy of the tiasal reader. The liasal reader contained several 
selections of auttientic literature ttiat was grouped based on a common ttieme. For example, 
one section of a tiasal series was entitled "Community Spirit’ Each of ttie stories in that serAion 
related to ttie ttieme of "community." Ttie stories in the basal had a range of reading atxTity.
Most of ttie stories tiad a third grade readability level. Each student had ttieir own copy of the 
texL Ttie teacher also had an accompanying set of tearttiers" manuals. These manuals provided 
a plettiora of information related to teaching strategies for the teacher to employ, as well as the 
identical story ttiat is found ttie student’s txxik.
Along with ttie basal text, ttie basal series also had accompanying supplemental reading 
books that correlated with ttie topic of each story. For example, after reading "Meet an 
Undenwater Explorer,* the basal provided four different stxirt bcxiks on ttie same or similar topic. 
Each b(X)k has a different reading level. For "Meet an Underwater Explorer," ttiere were three 
easy/average leveled selections. The teatttier could chcxise to use Sharks. The Old Swimming 
Hole, or Rosie. For children who read at a higher reading l«rel, ttie book Danoer at Ddohin 
Point might have been used as a supplemental reading selection. Along with ttie supplemental 
reading, ttie basal provided «(tension skill activities to correspond with ttie supplemental b(X)k 
that was used. If Sharks was read by a group of low reading ability children, ttien those children 
would have been instructed to create a stiark rrxjbile. On ttie stiark mobile, ttie students would 
have listed the main idea on a shark arxt ttien provide supporting details on the remaining stiarks 
that would hang below ttie first shark.
Included in the basal package is a series of worktxxiks for the teacher. Most workbooks are 
black-line masters, so ttiat ttie teactier picked which pages stie opted to use. Oneworktxxik 
provided for ttie teactier is a skills worktxxik. Teactiers had a ccxisumable worktxxik for each 
child irxduded in ttie tiasal package. This brxik covered skills such as vrxabulary, main idea.
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comparisons, and comprehension. In "Meet an Unden&ater Explorer.” for «cample, a page is 
dedicated to story comprehension. The students are asked to think atxxjt what they had learned 
in the story and then complete the summary that is written on the worktxxik page. The tieginning 
part of the worksheet stated:
ACHIEVEMENTS: Sylvia Earle is one of the world's liest
(1 .)_________________divers. As an ocean scientist, she has set many (2.)
__________ records and tested new (3 .)____________.
The students were then instructed to complete the task. At least six worksheets are provided for 
each story allowing the teacher to assign a workliook page for each day of instruction on that 
particular story.
Another aspect of the basal series is corresponding spelling instruction. Teachers had an 
option of using this spelling series as part of their instruction. If they chose to use the spelling, 
then some of the words were found within the story, and the remaining words followed the 
specified phonetic pattem for that week. In "Meet an Underwater Explorer.” the phonetic focus 
was on words that have a long *e” sound or short ”e” sound, but are spelled with an "ea”. The 
word "reason” was one of the spelling words that occurred in the story itself. Other words that 
were on that spelling list included:
ready breakfast reach death fM ttier teach 
The basal also provided a 5-day plan for teaching the spelling words in the teactier's manual. 
Using the “ea” words, a student may have sorted the words by the "ea” sound one day, then 
have done a worksheet matching ttie word and definiticxi ttie following day. Some teachers may 
have had a spelling worktxxik for each child in ttie class, however, it is not an included item in 
the purctiaseofabasal series, and, ttierefore, many teactiers would not have had an individual 
spelling workbook for each child.
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Procedures
In the summer of 2001. teachers were asked to volunteer for a four-month study on students 
who are struggling with reading. The teachers were instructed to give two of the pretests to 
determine the tieginning reading level of their students. At the tieginning of the 2001-2002 
school year, all potential subjects were assessed using the Slosson word list and the QSI. All 
teachers who were participating in the study gave the QSI and the Slosson to their entire dass. 
Although many teachers use these tests to assess their students at the tieginning of every year, 
the volunteer teactiers agreed to give the tests at ttie tieginning of the year and again in 
Decemtier. Some of ttie teactiers had used these tests consistently and some of ttie teachers 
had never used ttiese tests tiefore.
When administering ttie QSI, the teachers were instructed to hand out a piece of paper with 
25 numtiered lines. The students were read a word and asked to spell ttiat word to the best of 
their atiility. After the first five words had been given to the entire dass, the teacher was asked to 
walk around ttie room and scan ttie students’ responses. If at that time he/stie found a paper 
with all incorrect responses, the teactier should have told ttiat or those children to stop and 
collect ttiat/ttKise papers. Othenwise, ttie test stiould have continued, and ttie next five words 
were read. Again, ttie teactier walked around ttie room, and if any child had missed three or 
more words in ttie next section, ttien ttiat child or those children were told to stop and ttieir 
papers were collected. This process continued until all papers are collected or all words in ttie 
25 word lists were read. The next test that was given was ttie Slosson word list
The Slosson was given on an individual basis, but it was given to all ttie students in ttie 
class. The teacher called back one student at a time and asked ttiem to read the first list of 
words on ttie page. The teactier marked which words had been read incorrectly. The child was 
asked to stop if he/she tiad read more ttian ten words in one list incorrectly. Ottienwise, ttie child 
was asked to read ttie ned list This process continued through ttie lists until a child read more 
ttian ten words incorrectly from one list Ttie teactier ttien used ttie grade equivalent stieet ttiat 
was provided. Ttie teactier added up all of ttie correct words read by the child and recorded ttie
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number of words read correctly. He or she then used the equivalent sheet to determine at wtiat 
grade level the child was reading. The teacher did this for the entire class. This helped the 
teactier to determine which children were reading below a third grade level.
After administration of the QSI and the Slosson, the teéKher identified which children would 
be given the Ftynt- Cooter assessment. The children who were assessed with the Flynt-Cooter 
qualified as a subject for the study if he or stie was reading below the third grade level according 
to the Slosson word list assessment Because ttie students in this study were reading below 
grade level they most likely would also be below grade level in ttie orthographic skills. Therefore, 
ttie student’s performance on the QSI ranked in either ttie letter name or within word section.
Ttie final pretest was ttien given to the children who met the previous qualifications. The 
Flynt-Cooter. due to ttie extensive time it requires, was only given to the qualifying students. 
Each child wtio qualified was tested individually. The teactier called one child back at a time and 
asked them to read ttie initial passage of sentences. The child read each sentence until he or 
she made two or more mistakes within a given level. Any error ttiat was made by a child, no 
matter how small, was considered an error. If a child made an error, but corrected it him/herself 
then that error was not counted. The teacher was not allowed to help or encourage the child in 
any way during ttie initial passage. Once ttie child had made two or more errors within a level, 
ttie teactier stopped ttie child. Ttie teactier noted the passage in which the errors occurred and 
ttien ttie teactier used ttie previous level as ttie starting level for ttie child to begin ttie reading of 
a narrative passage. For example, a child may have read the following three sentences in level 
three:
1. Ttie forest was something to see.
2. I was enjoying sleeping when my Mom called.
3. I had to go to tied early last night
However, wtien ttie child read ttie sentences, he or stie may have said W instead of 
’^ vas.” The next mistake may have occurred wtien he/stie read ttie second sentence and omitted 
ttie word "my" before the word "Mom.” The teactier, at this point would tiave stopped ttie child, 
and mentally noted that level 2 was ttie last level the child successfully read. The teactier ttien
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gave that student the nanative passage for level 2 entitled. The Pig and the Snake." The 
teactier read ttie directions on page 66 of ttie Flynt-Cooter tiook that corresponded with the level 
two assessment. Ttie directions provided a background statement ttiat was read to the child 
and a set of directions for ttie teacher. In the set of teactier directions, it provided a statement for 
ttie teactier to read to the child. The statement told ttie child to read ttie passage silently and ttiat 
they would be asked atiout the story once they were finished.
While ttie child read ttie text silently, ttie teacher finistied reading ttie teactier directions, 
which instructs ttie teactier on how to mark the answer stieets ttiat corresponded to level 2. After 
ttie child had finistied reading ttie selection, ttie teactier asked ttie child to tell the teactier about 
the story. If a child said something in his/her response that answered one of the questions on 
page 66, the teactier marked ttiat question "ua", for unaided response. For example, after 
reading The Pig and the Snake", the child told the teacher that ttie story was about a pig and a 
snake on the side of a road, ttien ttie teacher stiould have marked “ua" for the following 
questions:
1. Where did the story take place?
2. Who were the animals in ttie story?
After the child finistied his/tier account of ttie story, ttie teactier then asked any of the 
unanswered questions, such as:
7. How did Mr. Pig feel after he helped pull the snake out of ttie tide?
If ttie child ewiswered the question correctly, ttie question was marked with an "a” for aided 
response. If, however, ttie child could not answer ttie question, it was left blank.
Ttie next step was to determine how many questions were answered correctly. Regardless 
of what level test was being used, the performance summary was ttie same:
Silent Reading Compretiension 
0-1 questions missed» easy 
2 questions misser^ adequate 
3+ questions missed» too tiard
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The next question the teacher had to answer was if the child had passed the current level. If the 
child had. then he/she. in this case, went to level three. If the level was too hard, the student 
went tack to level one. and if the level was adequate, the child continued the assessment at this 
level.
The next step was to have the child reread the same section aloud. This time, ttie teactier 
used page 68 of ttie Flynt-Cooter assessment protocol to record any mispronunciations, 
sutstitub'ons, omissions, insertions, self-corrections, or meaning disruptions ttiat the child made. 
Page 68 contains a grid stieet for this purpose. After the child read ttie first 100 words (ttiat is all 
ttiat is used in every level of ttie assessment protocol), ttien ttie teactier recorded the numtier of 
oral errors. Ttie performance summary criteria for ttie oral reading is;
Oral Reading Accuracy
0-1 oral errors» easy
2-5 oral errors» adequate
6+ oral errors» too tiard
Again, the teacher determined wtiere ttie child was functioning. If ttie child was adequate, 
ttie teacher ttien did a listening compretiension component The teacher read ttie tiackground 
statement again, read the passage to the child, then ask ttie child the same questions associated 
with that passage. The listening compretiension performance summary is;
Listening Compretiension
0-2 questions missed» move to the next passage level
2 or more questions missed» stop assessment or move down a level
If the teactier stopped at ttiat level, ttien ttie assessment was complete and ttiat child’s 
reading level was estatXistied. If ttie data stiowed ttie passage was too hard, the child was 
asked to attempt ttie next lower level until an adequate performance was reactied. If ttie data 
indicated that the passage was too easy, ttie child was moved to ttie n«rt higher level and 
continued until he/stie reactied a level of adequate performance. This was done for all
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prospective candidates until all students tielow a third grade level from each classroom had tieen 
identified.
After all prospective children tiad tieen given each of ttie three tests and ttie sutyects were 
determined, then ttie STARS children tiegan tieing instructed by ttieir teactier using the Project 
STARS mettiod. Ttie children in ttie tiasal classroom also began ttieir reading instruction after all 
three tests had been administered and ttie subjects tiad been identified.
Project STARS Procedure 
Project STARS has a specific format for each lesson. Every lesson was thirty minutes and 
contain four components. Ttie four components were done in ttie following order 1) reread a 
familiar text, 2) word study, 3) guided reading, and 4) written response. Each component will 
be further explained to provide a clearer picture of ttie STARS format 
Rereading of Familiar Text
Ttie first part of STARS lasted for approximately five minutes. In this section, the child 
ctiooses any book that he or stie has previously read. Examples of books for rereading include: 
Curious Georoe. Clifford, anv Dr. Seuss books or anv book ttiat had been used previously in a 
STARS lesson. This part has several purposes. First, it allows ttie child to begin the lesson 
comfortatily in a stress free environment Ttie child also tiegan each lesson with success 
because he/she had already read the text and could feel secure in knowing ttiat he/she would tie 
atile to read ttie text independently. The reading material was selected tiy ttie child, but ttie 
teactier could assist tiy providing a box of books that had already been read by the child 
successfully. During this five minute period, ttie child performed two ottier tasks.
If ttie STARS group was made of up five children, for example, ttie children began the five 
minutes of rereading. While ttiey were rereading, ttie teactier selected one child to work with 
one-on-one (With five children, each student had this opportunity once a week). The teactier 
asked the student to reread a selection to ttie teacher ttiat ttie teactier selected. The selection is 
100 words, is familiar tad, and had been given to ttie student previously to study. Ttie purpose 
of this is two-fold. Rrst, ttie child is timed to increase fluency. The child is not concerned with
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accuracy at this point but is concerned with completing the section of 100 words in a one minute 
time frame. The selection, since the child had read and practiced it tiefore, is very familiar to the 
student and, therefore, can be completed quickly with few errors. When the child read the 
selection within the designated time frame, then the child passed that selection and was given a 
new selection to practice. In this way, fluency increases, but the self confidence of the child also 
increases. This was a critical component because these children are all too aware that they do 
not compare to their same aged peers and are often very reluctant to read orally.
After the timed reading, the teacher asked ttie student to read a section aloud from a familiar 
text Again, this was a 100 word segment and the purpose of this section was not for speed, but 
for accuracy. The child read the selection and the teacher recorded a running record on the 
child. Just as in the Rynt-Cooter assessm«it, the teacher noted all miscues made including self- 
corrections. After the 100 word rereading, the child was asked to tell about what he/she had 
read. The teacher recorded what the child had related. Then both teacher and child looked at 
the errors that were made and discussed wtiyttiose errors were made. For example, if the child 
made seven errors and every error had the omission of the ending consonant, the teacher and 
child would both know that the end consonant needed to be the focus of that child’s instruction. 
Again, this was done only once a week. After the five minute period, the children returned ttieir 
rereading books and join ttie group for the second part of the lesson.
Word Study
The second part of ttie lesson lasted approximately ten minutes. This is the word sort 
component of STARS and its purpose was to help students apply phonetic generalizations to 
ttieir reading. The children had word sort cards ttiat they had made or had been given to ttiem. 
Ttie words ttiat were used were determined by ttie results of ttie QSI. If, for example, all ttie 
students were working on the diptittiong “ou" and “ow", ttiey may have been asked ttie first day to 
sort ttiose words into groups. Ttie teactier would not provide any ottier instruction at that point 
After the students sorted ttie cards, ttie teactier would ask ttiem to read ttie words and explain 
howttiey chose to sort ttiem. For ttie first day, ttiat might be the entire word sort lesson. In
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subsequent days, however, the students would discover the “nile" of the diphthong, sort the 
words using the diphthong, discover other words that fit that rule or pattem, find words within a 
text that have the diphthong, or any number of activities working hands-on with the word cards. 
Using the Words Ttieir Wav book, which is part of the Project STARS instruction, teachers could 
create games, picture cards, word hunts, and numerous activities to study the words in the 
children's orthographic stage. After the ten minute word sort, the largest part of the STARS 
lesson began.
Direct instruction
The third component entailed the direct instruction of comprehension strategies by the 
teacher. The children and the teacher would meet in the small group, usually around a table.
The teacher selected a book for the students to use in the direct instruction. The book could be 
any type of literature, from a book out of the Rigby series to a chapter book selected from the 
school library. Often the book selected was based on reading level, difficulty of the text, and 
availability of several copies of the same book. It is critical that each child have their own book. 
One teactier, for example, may have ctiosen Froo and Toad are Friends to use during direct 
instruction. Using ttie Project STARS manual, ttie teactier would select a strategy to teach to the 
students. Each strategy teacties ttie child a different compretiension strategy. For «cample, 
OAR teaches the child ttiat ttiey are three types of questions you can ask yourself when reading 
a story. The first question is a “right there* question and this question can be answered from 
information right in the text of a bcxik. In Froo and Toad, a “right there" ouesticxi might be: Who 
is refusing to get out of bed in Spring? Using the pictures and the text, ttie student could easily 
answer ttiat Toad is the correct answer because it is “right there" in ttie t«ct Ttie seccxxt type of 
questicxi is “think and search." Ttiese questicxis are not directly in ttie t«ct, txit can be found 
using ttie informaticxi frcxn ttie text and the pictures. In “Spring," a “think and search" question 
migtit be: Why does Toad ccxitinue to say, "Blah!" The students can search through ttie t«ct and 
find words ttiat inform ttiem ttiat Toad is unhappy atxxjt getting out of bed and starting his day. 
Ttie final questicxi type is “own my own." This question type requires the child to make an
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inference. Children take personal knowledge and apply it to answer a question about the txxik. 
Again, in “Spring", the children could infer “own their own" that Toad was wearing his pajamas 
when he vas in bed because they too wear pajamas when they are sleeping.
Using the OAR, in the example, the teacher would discuss the pictures on the first page or 
two, and would conduct discussion about wtiat ttie students ttiougtit migtit be happening. Then 
ttie teactier migtit have asked several leading questions, like: What do you think Frog will do to 
help Toad? After prompting the students, the teactier would tell the children to read a certain 
number of pages, maytie the first two, and find ttie answer to the questions stie/he had asked. 
Ttie students would silently read the passage or pages. Wtien ttiey were finistied ttie students 
and teactier would discuss wtiat ttiey had read, talk about ttie predictions they had made, answer 
ttie questions that were asked, and ask some new questions. Ttie teactier guides ttie discussion 
to include questions like:
Can you give me a “right ttiere" question from page 2?
How did you know Toad was wearing pajamas? Wtiat kind of question is that?
In this way, children took an active role in discussing literature and had tiegun to understand how 
to comprehend a book in small pieces. Once the discussion was finished, the teactier would ask 
ttiem to read anottier portion and ttie process would be repeated.
After several discussions and silent reading of specific sections, ttie teactier would ask the 
students to eittier finish ttie book, ttie ctiapter or a section independently. If ttie children were 
extremely low in ability, the teactier migtit have had ttiem reread the section that was read as a 
group or make a drawing of a future prediction. Eittier vrey, ttie fourth section of STARS is an 
independent component for ttie child.
Written Response to Reeding
In ttie fourth section, the child would be given some task to complete independently. The 
task would vary greatly depending on ttie students abilities, but it stiould have been a task ttiat 
lasted approximately 30 minutes. For low ability students, ttiey migtit have been asked to 
respond in writing or picture form to the section ttiey just completed. If ttiey had limited atx'lities.
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this might have been done with the group. However, for most groups, the teacher assigned them 
a task. The task could tiave tieen to fill out a graphic organizer stiowing cause and effect erfter 
ttie child tiad read ttie remaining pages of ttie tiook independently or ttie child could tiave tieen 
told to finish the ctiapter and complete a reading response atxmt what was read. Wtiatever ttie 
final task was, it stiould contain some sort of written component that had the student respond in 
some way to ttie reading ttiat had just occurred. Generally, the students would also be asked to 
continue or finish reading a section on ttieir own. Again, this final section would be completed 
independently and would last for approximately 30 minutes. This would give the students time to 
practice ttieir newly acquired skills and make ttie students responsible for reading independently 
and completing a task to stiow ttieir level of compretiension.
The Project STARS model was repeated on a daily basis by each teactier teaching ttie 
STARS method. The study continued for a period of four months. At ttiat time, the three 
pretests were given again to the students participating in the study. The posttests were 
compared to pretest scores in order to see ttie level of growth, if any, in the area of reading 
comprehension, spelling atiility, and word recognition.
Basal Readers Procedure
Prereading
The first step in a basal lesson is the preparation to read a selection. The purpose of the 
prereading activities is to build background information, arpose ttie students to unfamiliar 
vocatxjlary, and activate any prior knowledge on ttie subject or selection. This can be done in 
several ways, but generally, ttie students tiegins tiy exploring ttie topic. In "Meet an Underwater 
Explorer,” the teactier migtit have begun tiy using a graphic organizer of a K-W-L ctiart (Know, 
Want to Know, Learned) to determine wtiat prior knowledge the students already had on ttie 
subject of ttie ocean. As a class, the students would relate wtiat ttiey knew and wtiat they 
wanted to know atXNJt ttie topic. Afterwards, ttie teactier migtit have introduced ttie new or 
unfamiliar vocabulary ttiat appeared in the story. Again, there are many ways ttie vocabulary 
could have tieen introduced. Ttie skills worktxiok provided at least one page of vocabulary
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practice. This could be used prior to reading to teach the new words or it can be used as 
reinforcement after the activity. The tiasal also provided transparencies ttiat migtit have been 
used to introduce the vocabulary. Some teactiers migtit have ctxisen to have ttie children look 
up ttie vocabulary words in the glossary of ttie basal or in a dictionary. Once students' prior 
knowledge had been activated and vocabulary had been discussed, then ttie teactier could 
provide a purpose or posed a question about ttie story that was about to be read. After ttie 
teactier had set a purpose for reading, ttie students would begin to read the text
Vocabulary stiould have been discussed and reviewed each day that the story was read.
Ttie basal series is designed so ttiat one story is read a week. Ttierefore, the students would 
have spent a week reading ttie selection “Meet an Undenwater Explorer.” Ttie review of the 
vocabulary could have been addressed orally, in writing, or through some sort of activity like a 
word hunt 
Guided feeding
Ttie second step in a basal program is to conduct guided reading of a selection. Ttie act of 
guided reading could have taken on many forms. Students migtit have listened to ttie story read 
by a tape or they might have listened to ttie teacher read the story. Students migtit have read it 
independently, with a partner or group, or ttie selection could have been read as a dass. 
Generally, on ttie first day of a new story it is read as a dass so that the teactier can stop and 
ask questions throughout ttie selection. During ttie reading of the text, ttie teactier's edition of 
the basal provides strategies for reading and comprehension, questions for ttie teacher to ask of 
the students, skills ttiat can be discussed for each page of ttie text, and ways to informally 
assess the students. For example, in “Meet an Undewvater Explorer,” the teactier is tdd to ask 
students the following questions:
How can paying attention to ttie main idea help you figure out wtiat is going on in ttie 
selection?
Wtiat strategies will you use ttie n«(t time you determine the main idea of a passage?
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The story ‘Meet an Undenwaler Explorer” is intended to tie read several times during the 
week. Teachers might have had the students read the text each day using a different technique. 
The teactier's edition of ttie basal suggests ttie following ways to read ttie selection througtiout 
the week:
1.) read independently 2.) read and teach 3.) read aloud and 4.) read togettier 
The teactier migtit have had ttie students read with a group or partner, read it to the teacher, or 
read it with ttie tape. Some teachers migtit also have had ttie selection on a CD-ROM so ttiat ttie 
book could have been read to them with accompanying animation.
Comprehension Skiils
Ttie next step is also varied, depending on ttie teacher, but it is when students are asked to 
answer questions about ttie selection ttiey have Just finistied. The questions were eittier asked 
orally, in writing, or in the form of a worksheet Some teachers migtit have asked ttie student to 
respond to ttie literature individually through a journal. A typical question would be:
Wtiat do you think atxxit ttie job of a marine biologist?
The students would have answered ttie question in the form of a paragraph to tie ctiecked tiy the 
teacher or shared with the dass. Children may have also been asked to form small 
groups and discuss the story as a group; again, using ttieir journals. If ttie teactier ctiose to 
have ttie students' compretiension ctiecked orally, stie/he migtit have asked them questions as a 
group like:
Pretend there was not a title for this story. Wtiat title would you give this artide?
Since this is time consuming and it doesn’t allow ttie teactier to assess all children, this is usually 
done througtiout ttie guided reading and not done after the reading. The most common method 
of responding to ttie selection is through ttie use of ttie skills workbook. The worktxxik provides 
several pages of skills practice for each story. The teactier migtit have discussed ttie main idea 
of ttie story and ttien assigned a workbook page ttiat asked ttie student questions about ttie main 
idea of ttie story. Ttiese pages were usually collected and graded.
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Each day the child would be assigned some sort of activity to complete. If on Monday the 
student worked on main idea, then Tuesday they might have tieen given a worksheet on ttie 
author's purpose for writing ttie selection. Usually, towards ttie end of ttie week ttiere would be a 
comprehension test, which was provided for the teactier in a skills tiook. Teactiers migtit have 
ctiosen to not do a skill page one day and ctiose to do an enrichment activity instead. Ttie final 
part of a tiasal lesson is ttie enrichment activity.
Enrichment Activity
The enrichment activity might not tie done everyday, and therefore, is usually saved as an 
activity for later in ttie week. Enrichment activities are varied for each story and several options 
are given for each selection in a basal. One activity migtit tie a literature trade book or little 
reader ttiat accompanies ttie basal series. In “Meet an Underwater Explorer,’ ttie students migtit 
have read ttie book Sharks one day instead of reading “Meet an Underwater Explorer.’ After 
Stiarks was read, ttie teactier would have assigned an activity like create a main idea motiile 
using shark cut-outs, or write a summary about ttie book. A writing activity migtit have been 
used as an enrichment activity. The students migtit have been asked to create a diorama of an 
undenwater scene, write a descriptive paragraph atxiut a sea creature, or write to the author of 
ttie selection about ttie story. Anottier aspect of ttie basal's enrichment activity is a section 
called, “Across the Curriculum." In this section, the basal provides enrichment activities ttiat 
teactiers can use to relate other subjects to ttie story. In “Meet an Underwater Explorer," ttie 
basal suggested that teactiers have students research underwater species to connect ttie story 
with science. Ttiey also provide an art activity wtiere ttie children use watercdors to create a 
fictitious sea creature, as well as a drama activity wtiere students demonstrate several activities 
ttiat occurred during the story. Ttie enrichment activities vary from story to story depending on 
the curriculum involved in ttie selection. All stories have at least one poem after ttie story to add 
to ttie enrichment activity. Some teactiers ctioose to skip ttie poems, ottiers use ttiem as a 
separate lesson, and ottiers read ttiem for pleasure during ttie week.
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Theenrichmentactivitiéswereveiy often omitted from the basal lesson. They were 
generally not used everyday and usually were saved for a Friday activity. Again, some teachers 
cfrose to disregard them totally.
Atypical basal classroom read tile same story fora vweek, as is the intent of ttie basal. At 
least one worksfieet is given to ttie children per day after reading after the selection was 
discussed. In general, most teachers pulled a group or an individual child each day to have them 
read at least part of ttie selection to the teacher. This allows the teacher to work in a small group 
or one-on-one with a child in order to help ttiem with specific reading difficulty. Some sort of 
assessment, usually a ten question compretiension test, was given at ttie end of the week to 
determine ttie level of mastery. Ttie following week a new story would be introduced, using a 
similar theme, and ttie aforementioned process was repeated.
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RESULTS 
Scoring of Dependent Measures 
Flynt-Cooter IRI
The Flynt-Cooter assessment was rated using a 5-point grade level equivalent framework. 
The lowest possitWe score (-1) was equivalent to a preprimer reading level. The next level, 
primer, was scored as a 0. The remaining possible scores corresponded to the reading grade 
level equivalent, which were 1.2, and 3 respectively. The subject’s score was determined using 
a previously determined, grade level passage that they could read with 5 or less oral errors and 
still answer 2 or less reading comprehension questions on ttiat same passage. If ttie subject was 
unable to pass eittier the oral or ttie question section of a passage, ttie sutqect was asked to 
read ttie next lowest passage. This procedure continued until ttie subject passed both ttie oral 
and question section of a passage. If a subject was able to read the passage with 0 or 1 oral 
errors and missed 0-1 of ttie compretiension questions, then ttiat student would be asked to read 
the next highest reading passage. Again, ttie subject would continue to read passages until he 
or she had made 2-5 oral errors and had missed 2 or more compretiension questions.
Slosson
Ttie Slosson word list provides a scoring stieet with the word list The sut^ ect is asked to 
read a list of twenty words. Ttie subject is asked to read as many lists as possitile until 10 or 
more words are missed in 1 list Ttie subject is asked to look at the remaining lists to determine 
if he or stie knows any of ttie other words. Once ttie subject has identified the words he or stie 
knows, ttie subject is finistied and the assessment is scored. Ttie total number of correct 
responses is counted. The Slosson assessment provides a grade equivalent and age equivalent
44
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score based on the number of correct responses. For example, a child with a score of 62 words 
correctly identified would have a score of 2.3 and an age equivalent of 7.2. For the purpose of 
this study, the grade equivalent was used in scoring the Slosson.
QSI
After the subjects took the spelling inventory, the test was reviewed to determine the spelling 
level of the sut^ ecL The subjects were assigned to one of the four categories trased on the 
spelling patterns that they knew consistently. For example, if a sut^ ect was unable to spell "bed" 
and "ship” correctly because the last letter was always incorrect, then that sut^ ect would be an 
emergent speller in that he or she was unatWe to correctly identify the final consonant sound. 
However, if another subject spelled tfiose same words incorrectly because he or she had the 
vowels incorrect, then tfiat subject would be placed in tfie early letter name group. The four 
spelling categories were scored as follows: emergent-1, letter name-2, within word-3, and 
syllables & affixes-4. A sut^ ect wfio was in ttie within word group received a 3 as ttieir QSI 
score.
Subjects in both the basal group and STARS group were assessed using ttiese three 
measures in September and again in December. The means and standard deviations for these 
three assessments are listed in TatWe 4.
Correlations
Correlations were calculated in order to determine the relationship between the dependent 
measures. Correlations between ttie pre and post scores were analyzed to determine ttie best 
way to proceed with data analysis. Table 5 provides ttie intercorrelations of ttie pre and post 
scores for each of ttie dependent measures.
Analysis of Flynt-Cooter, Slosson and QSI
Independent t-tests with group (Basal or STARS) as ttie independent variable were 
conducted for each of ttie dependent measures. Because alt of the dependent measures were
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significantly correlated ttie alpiia per comparison was controlled for overall Type I error rate.
Unless stated ottierwise. alptia level used was .017 (Bonferroni). Hereafter, ttie dependent
variatWes will tie referred to as Ctiange in Slosson, Change in QSI, and Ctiange in Flynt-Cooter.
The mean and standard deviation change scores are listed in Tatile 6. The Flynt-Cooter IRI was 
statistically significant, t = -4.66, p < .001. The change from pre to post was significantly
greater for ttie STARS subjects ttian the basal subjects. For ttie Slosson, t^  < 1, no significant
differences in ctiange scores from pre to post were observed between ttie two groups. No 
significant difference were seen between ttie two groups from pre to post scores on ttie QSI, t^ ^
= 1.09. Tatile 7 lists ttie t tests for ttie ctiange statistics.
The original pre and post tests scores for the dependent measures (Flynt-Cooter, Slosson,
and QSI) were sutimitted to independent t tests with group (basal or STARS) as ttie independent
variable. Tatile 8 stiows the t tests for the dependent measures. The per comparison alpha for
ttiese six t-tests is .008 (Bonferroni). For ttie Flynt-Cooter, ttie pre Flynt test was t(44) = 3.65, p <
.001. The basal su tweets had significantly higher pretest scores than the STARS subjects. The 
post Flynt-Cooter test was not significant, t^ ^^  < 1, in ttiat posttest scores were equal for both the
STARS and basal subjects. Basal subjects, however, had significantly higher score ttian ttie 
STARS subjects at pretest on the Slosson, t^^= 5.27, p < .001 . The post Slosson score, t^
= 4.41, p < 001 determined ttiat after ttie four monttis, ttie basal subjects still outperform ttie 
STARS subjects. Ttie third dependent measure, pre QSI t = 1.61, was not significant Both
groups, basal and STARS, were equal at the pretest for ttie QSI. In ttie post test analysis, the 
basal students outperformed ttie STARS sut^ ects, t ^  = 3.24, p < .002.
Interview Data
After ttie data was collected from the volunteer teactiers, ttie volunteers were asked to 
respond V» email to 7 post hoc questions. The volunteers were asked to fill out a questionnaire 
regarding ttieir participation in ttie study. Ttie interview questions were used to help provide 
clarification regarding ttie results of ttie study. A list of ttie questions asked is in TatWe 9. Ttie
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questions asked included the amount of time, txjth days and minutes, was allotted for reading 
instruction, any students absent for extended periods of time, the way in which instruction was 
conducted, as well as the adherence to the program that they were using. Other questions 
asked the volunteers if any other reading techniques were utilized during the study and, for 
STARS subjects only, if they used the STARS program as a supplemental reading program.
This question was addressed because the STARS program is intended to be used as a 
supplemental program in additional to reading instruction. The responses of each volunteer are 
provided in TablelO.
Summary of Interview Data
The first of the 7 questions dealt with the amount of time each student spent in reading 
instruction. The major reason for this line of questioning was two-fold. First, Project STARS is 
meant to be used as a supplemental program. If it is indeed used that way, then it would seem 
oijvious that students who received extra reading instruction time would perform better. The 
interview data indicates that all basal volunteer teactiers taugtit reading for a longer period of 
time than did any of the STARS teactiers. On average STARS students spent 3.6 days and 29.6 
minutes per day on reading instruction. However, basal sutyects, on average, spent 4.5 days and 
34.9 minutes on reading instruction (See Table 11). This clarification is necessary due to the 
very nature of ttie original intent of Project STARS. Alttiough Project STARS was originally 
intended to be a supplemental reading program. Project STARS students in this study actually 
received less reading instruction in terms of minutes in the day and days of ttie week ttian did ttie 
basal subjects. Bruning, Schraw, and Running (1999) suggest ttie use of a focusing strategy, 
such as ttie questioning techniques employed in OAR. enatWes students to learn more with no 
more or even less time on-task.
On further analysis it was found ttiat only one STARS teactier devoted any reading 
instruction time to ttie use of ttie tjasal text and stie reported ttiat it was only one day a week and 
that ttie reading was only used for enjoyment, not for direct instruction in reading. It is unknown 
how the data would be altered if Project STARS subjects had spent an equal amount of time on
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reading instruction as did the txasai subjects. It may t)e hypothesized that the data would have 
shown an even larger discrepancy on reading comprehension growth if the STARS students had 
received as much reading instruction as did the basal group. Amount of time devoted to reading 
instruction provided some explanation of the results, but other questions regarding supplemental 
reading instruction allowed for greater clarification of the data.
All volunteer teactiers were also asked to comment atxsut additional reading instruction, ttie 
use of ttieir designated program, and ttie mettiod of reading instruction. Of the eight volunteer 
teachers, only one teactier, a tiasal volunteer, taught using a whole class approach. Ttie other 
teachers used small groups as ttieir primary means of reading instruction. In ttie area of 
additional reading instruction, all the basal volunteers had extra reading time provided for the 
sutqects. Two of the tiasal volunteers had parents or ottier teactiers read at least twice a week 
with the subjects individually, one volunteer did additional small group reading twice a week with 
the basal subjects, and the fourth teactier used volunteer buddy readers for additional reading 
time. This instruction was provided in addition to ttie regular reading instruction conducted in ttie 
classroom. Therefore, although this time was not counted in with their daily reading instruction 
totals, it allowed the basal subjects reading instruction above and beyond ttie amount they were 
already receiving on a daily basis. Of ttie STARS teactiers, however, only one teacher used 
additional time in reading instruction. Ttiat teacher had a volunteer parent read twice a week 
with ttie English Language Learners (ELL). Based on ttie interview data, basal students were not 
only given more directed reading instruction, but provided with more supplemental reading 
instruction than were the STARS students. This finding has significance in ttiat it stiows a 
marked gain in reading comprehension with less time devoted to direct reading instruction and 
supplemental reading instruction.
The thoroughness with which ttie reading programs were followed was addressed to 
determine if ttie adtierence to ttie program, or lack ttieir of. may tiavecontritxrted to ttie research 
findings. For ttie basal teachers, all ttie volunteers used pre-reading, guided reading, 
compretiension ctiecksAworktiooks, and vocabulary development with ttieir students. Only two
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teachers mentioned the use of enrichment activities along with their weekly lessons. Therefore, 
two of the volunteers either did not use, or neglected to mention the use of, enrichment activities 
In reading instruction. Although enrichment activities generally do not focus on comprehension 
of the story, this may be a factor in the lack of comprehension improvement for the tiasal 
subjects. For the STARS sut^ ects, two of the four teactiers noted ttiat ttiey did not utilize the 
word sortfptionics part of STARS througtiout parts of the study. This may have tiad an effect on 
ttie lack of growth in ttie area of ptionics/decoding as seen of ttie results of ttie QSI. Due to ttie 
fact that half of the STARS subjects did not receive directed phonics/decoding instruction on a 
daily basis, as is intended by STARS, it may have had a direct impact on ttieir QSI posttest 
results. Considering that all ttie basal subjects were instructed in some form of decoding/ptionics 
activity, it can be hypottiesized that ttie STARS students may have performed better on ttie QSI 
posttest if ttiey had been given directed ptionics/decoding instruction throughout the study. A 
summary of ttie interview data is provide in Table 11.
In summation, the results of ttie data, comtM'ned with the anecdotal information for the 
teachers’ questionnaire indicate ttiat basal subjects received more reading instruction for a 
longer period of time ttian did ttie STARS students. The basal subjects also had more time 
devoted to additional reading support alxjve arxt beyond the classroom reading instruction. 
Although teactiers from txith groups did not follow ttieir program exactly as recommended, it 
appears that ttie deletion of directed phonics instruction from half the STARS students may have 
a direct impact on ttieir growth on ttie QSI posttest. Furttier research, however, would be needed 
to verify this information.
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DISCUSSION
Research in the area of reading instruction has historically been conflicting and controversial. 
Many speculate and detrate on the most tienefidal ways to educate young children in the area of 
reading. There is continuing research on the best practices in reading instruction and 
remediation. The current trend, however, is to remediate low achieving students within the 
classroom, although little research has been conducted on the benefits of remedial reading 
instruction within the regular classroom setting. Reading comprehension, in particular, is a large 
focus for intermediate students who are reading below grade level. The current study was 
designed to investigate the potential benefits of two reading instruction approacties used in the 
regular classroom. The traditional basal text was selected due to its prevalence in elementary 
education classrooms (Samuels & Farstrup, 1992; Aaron & Joshi, 1992; Barr & Johnson, 1991). 
A new program. Project STARS, was selected due to its current popularity as a program aimed 
at intermediate, struggling readers. Both programs also were influenced by previously 
successful reading practices like DRA and Reading Recovery (Honig, 2001; Allington & 
Walmsley, 1995; Wasik & Slavin, 1993; Reutzel & Cooter, 1992; DeFord et al., 1988).
It was hypothesized that both groups would stxaw growth from the pretest to the posttest on 
all three dependent measures. As hypothesized, both reading groups showed an increase in 
word recognition (Slosson). word decoding/spelling (QSI), and comprehension (Flynt-Cooter) 
from pre to post scores. These results were not surprising. All students had received direct 
reading instruction for four months. It was expected that both groups would straw gains in all 
reading areas as a result of instruction.
50
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It was also hypothesized that the students instmcted using Project STARS would show 
greater improvement on all three reading posttest measures than the basal students. Each of 
the dependent measures will be discussed separately to provide clarification of the results.
Flynt-Cooter
Subjects from the basal group started the study at a significantly higher reading level than 
the Project STARS students. Although the students started out unequally, the groups ended the 
study with nearly equal reading comprehension outcomes as measured by the Flynt-Cooter IRI. 
The results show that tfiere was a significant ctiange from ttie pre to post test scores for ttie 
STARS subjects. The ctiange was so significant in fact that ttie groups had no significant 
differences in their ability to compretiend written material by the end of ttie four-month study. 
Although the basal students started the study at a higher reading compretiension level, the 
STARS subjects ended the study being atile to compretiend at ttie same level as ttie basal 
peers.
Ttie results of ttie investigation also indicate ttiat reading instruction through ttie use of a 
basal texttxxik may be less beneficial for remedial students in ttie area of compretiension. 
Students who were instructed using the basal stiowed significantly less growth in the area of 
compretiension ttian did ttie STARS students. This demonstrates ttiat students wtio were 
instructed using Project STARS stiowed a greater gain from their Flynt-Cooter pretest to posttest 
scores in the atiility to answer questions regarding a reading passage. At posttest, over half of 
ttie Project STARS subjects scored two reading levels above ttieir initial pretest score on the 
Flynt-Cooter IRI, wtiereas only one basal student had an increase of two reading levels atiove 
ttieir initial reading. This finding is of significance to both teactiers and students using Project 
STARS.
Ttiese findings support previous research on compretiension (Barr et al.. 1990; Honig. 2001; 
Templ^ on & Morris. 1999). Project STARS' main focus is on ttie compretiension of written 
material. STARS utilizes ttie concept of appropriate levels of reading materials wtiich has been
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shown to successfully increase comprehension (Mom's et al.. 1996; Samuels & Farstrup, 1992; 
Pikulski. 1994). Furthermore, Project STARS employs the direct instruction method of teaching 
reading strategies to make students tietter at reading comprehension. Strategies such as OAR 
and ORTA have been used successfully to increase comprehension (Honig, 2001). The largest 
part of STARS, the guided reading, is devoted to teaching reading strategies to students in order 
to assist the student in developing appropriate reading skills. The teacher orchestrates the 
lesson, asks questions, and has students respond to what they’ve read in a small directed lesson 
(Honig, 2001; Walmsley &, Allington, 1995; Barr et al., 1990).
These findings are also consistent with research on the basai s ability to provide direct 
comprehension instruction. The basal has tieen criticized for its abundance of comprehension 
worksheets, but its lack of comprehension instruction. Although suggestions are provided in the 
basal to discuss topics such as cause and effect or problem/solution, little information is provided 
to teachers to help them teach students howto comprehend what is being read (Reutzel & 
Cooter, 1992. Aaron & Joshi. 1992). The teaching of comprehension through the basal is often 
through the use of questioning throughout the reading of the text and is done t>y the teacher 
(Goodman et al., 1987).
Slosson
When students were assessed using the Slosson word sort, the basal students again had 
higher scores on both the pretest and posttest than the STARS students. Neither group, 
however, made significant gains from the pre to post test Although the traditional basal text had 
a controlled vocabulary for the purpose of increasing sight vocabulary in students, the basais of 
today are often filled with authentic literature and have little similarity to the traditional "Dick and 
Jane" readers of the past (Hoffman. 1998; Reutzel & Cooter, 1992; Barr & Johnson, 1991). In 
the same way, because Project STARS uses authentic literature in instruction, controlled 
vocabulary and repetition of unfamiliar words are not typically found within the literature that is
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used. The decodability of both types of literature, therefore, was often more difficult ttian a 
traditional basal text like ‘Dick and Jane."
Anottier reason for ttie atisence of sutistantial word recognition gains may be ttie limited time 
allocated for this study. If ttie study tiad tieen conducted over a longer period of time larger gains 
in word recognition may have tieen seen.
QSI
The results of the QSI assessment revealed that both groups were equal on the pretest On 
ttie posttest however, ttiey were significantly different The basal students performed better on 
ttie posttest ttian did ttie STARS, however, ttie ctiange from pre to post tietween the two groups 
was not significant
The results of ttie QSI were not anticipated. First, Project STARS dedicates an entire 
component to word studies in order to increase decoding and spelling atiility (Barr et al., 1988; 
Stanovich, 1988). This component alttiough stiort allows students to investigate patterns, 
compare, contrast and classify words (Templeton & Morris, 1999). Secondly, ttie use of 
appropriate level words enables students to leam new concepts of print through familiar words 
(Templeton & Morris, 1999).
Ttie basal students, wtio performed significantly better from pre to post test were all in ttie 
same volunteer dass. Based on ttie post hoc interview, it was discovered ttiat ttie volunteer 
teactier in that dass provided daily skill and practice in ttie area of decoding, well atwve and 
tieyond ttie basai s spelling program. None of the sut^ ects from ottier volunteer teachers' 
dasses stiowed as large an increase on ttie QSI.
Lastly, in regards to the QSI, the grouping of the sutyects into the spelling categories was not 
optimal. Due to how ttie vdunteers assigned ttie subjects, it was difficult to group ttiem. Ttie 
QSI has recently provided a scoring system so ttiat sut^ ects could be assigned a numerical value 
instead of a categorical placement If numerical data had been used, ttie results might have
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been difTerent Because the data was collected only in categorical fashion, however, there is no 
way to convert it into numerical data post hoc.
Analysis of Interview Data
Flynt-Cooter IRI
Although Project STARS was intended to be a supplemental reading program, in reality, the 
teachers in this study use STARS as their sole means of instruction throughout the study for the 
STARS sutyects. In fact, the STARS sutyects in this study received fewer reading instructional 
minutes than their tiasal peers. Not only did the STARS students receive fewer reading 
instructional minutes, but they were instructed a fewer numtier of days compared to the basal 
subjects. This is especially noteworthy because the STARS students' comprehension level 
increased to such a degree that the STARS sut^ ects were atWe to “catch up” to the t»sal 
subjects on the Flynt-Cooter IRI. Even with more teacher instructional time devoted to reading 
instruction, the tiasal subjects strawed less growth in the area of reading comprehension. In 
addition, the basal sut^ 'ects also received more additional reading support atx>ve and beyond 
their regular basal instruction, while the STARS sutyects only reading instruction was through the 
Project STARS lessons (with the «rception that one STARS volunteer tocher had ELL students 
read to a volunteer twice a week). Recall, that all four of the basal volunteers utilized additional 
reading support for their students twice a week.
Slosson
One volunteer STARS teacher did not give the Slosson to her students. Although it is 
impossible to predict how these results might have effected the outcome of the study, more valid 
results would have been availatWe with Slosson scores for those nine sut^ ects.
QSI
The post hoc interview data that was collected suggests that deletion of certain aspects of 
Project STARS may have had an impact on the result of this study. Although teactiers from both 
groups did not follow ttie programs exactly as recommended, it appears ttiat ttie deletion of
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directed phonics instruction (the word study) from half of the STARS students may have impeded 
their progress. The word study was not provided to 12 of the 24 subjects in the STARS group 
throughout the study. This strongly suggests that the QSI posttest scores for the STARS 
subjects does not accurately show the growth that the students could have made had they 
participated in the word study component of the Project STARS lesson.
Limitations of the Study
The most noteworthy limitation of this study was the absence of a true experimental design. 
The subjects were in a regular classroom setting, not a laboratory, and therefore, many variables 
were not under experimental control. Because a true experimental design could not be 
employed, there was less researcher control of the environment Time constraints, thoroughness 
of adherence to the reading program, individual teaching style, classroom distractions, and time 
of day are all variatiles that could have had an effect on the results. For example, some 
teachers might have chosen to teach reading in the moming instead of the afternoon. This might 
or might not have had an effect on the reading progress of any one student Because a 
designated time for reading instruction was not a requirement this may be an extraneous 
variatWe. Another possible extraneous variatXe was various classroom distractions. If the study 
had been experimental and conducted in a laboratory setting distractions could have been better 
controlled. Due to ttie nature of elementary classrooms, distrar^ons might have included: 
disruptive children, parent volunteers or visitors, announcements, assemblies, fire drills, or any of 
the numerous distractions that occur daily in a classroom setting.
The differences between the two groups are another limitation to this study. FirsL although 
the original intent was to have two groups of similar reading abilities, the sut^ ects ended up being 
very different in terms of reading scores. The basal subjects were at least a level or two above 
the STARS subjects in the area of reading comprehension and sight word knowledge. This is a 
limitation due to regression toward the mean. It can only tie speculated that the STARS students 
(who were significantly lower than the basal students) improvement was the result of the STARS
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training and not due to their «ctremely low test scores. It could tie possitile that ttie STARS 
students, tiecause ttiey started out so low. improved just tiecause they couldn’t do any worse 
ttian ttieir original score. Secondly, many of ttie STARS sutijects were ELL (English Language 
Learners). Alttiough several of ttie tiasal sutqects were also ELL it cannot be determined if ttieir 
improvement was based on ttieir newly acquired language abilities, or if it was due to ttie reading 
instruction. If a control group had been used in this study it would be easier to determine if the 
growth of the ELL students was due to the program, regression towards the mean, or newly 
acquired language skills. Anottier difference between the two groups was the use of volunteer 
readers. Many of ttie basal subjects received extra reading time with a volunteer. It is unclear if 
ttie basal sut^ ects improvements were ttie result of ttie extra reading instruction or the basal 
reading program. Ttie differences between the groups account for many limitations within the 
study.
Anottier limitation of the study was ttie teactier selection process. Ttie teactiers who 
participated in the study were volunteers. A general email was sent throughout the district 
looking for basal or STARS teactiers. Ttie email conveyed the necessity for ttie teactier to teach 
one or the ottier exclusively. This could have had an effect on the data in many ways. First, 
many potential volunteers may not have even read the email. This immediately limited ttie 
number of volunteers to people who choose to read their district email. In this way, the sample 
was one of convenience, not a true random sample. Ttie volunteers agreed to be apart of ttie 
study. This, in itself, is a limitation in ttiat volunteer teactiers may have certain qualities ttiat ottier 
people may not Alttiough it cannot be d^ermined through this study, ttie results may be altered 
due to ttie teachers wtio agreed to take part in ttie study. Some of the volunteers may have had 
reasons that they wistied to be involved, which may have effected ttie results. Ttie data also fails 
to account for ttie individual teaching style, experience, or competency of ttie teactiers ttiat 
volunteered.
Ttie time frame surrounding ttie study is anottier limitation. Ttie study was designed to 
assess reading over a four-month instructional period. Alttiough attention was given to track
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schedules to ensure all students were receiving the same amount of instructional time, the 
amount of time provided for the study has limitations. First, although improvement in the STARS 
students' comprehension atxlities was significant, it is unknown wtietherthat improvement will 
continue throughout the remainder of the year. It is also not known if the child will retain the level 
of improvement over the next several months or over several years. As was discussed in Wasik 
and Slavin's 1993 review of remedial reading programs, while growth was evident in the Reading 
Recovery children tpf the end of first grade, sutisequent investigations reported that retention 
rates between the Reading Recovery subjects and the control group were nearly equal by the 
end of third grade. Ongoing investigation is necessary to determine the long term benefits of the 
Project STARS method in promoting comprehension to remedial, intermediate students.
Another limitation to the study was the adhererrae to the reading program. Most noteworthy 
was the absence of word study instruction for half of the STARS sutqects and the deletion of the 
enrichment activities for some of the basal sutijects. The results might have been more accurate 
had all participants followed the programs as intended.
Finally, one of the volunteer STARS teachers did not collect the Slosson data. There is no 
way to determine how that information (for 9 of the STARS subjects) would have effected the 
Slosson mean for the STARS group.
While these limitations do not negate the positive effects of the Project STARS method in 
improving students’ comprehension, it provides insigtit into the validity of the results and the 
need for control of extraneous variables. The study provides some future directions in the area 
of reading research.
What's Nad in Reading Research?
While it was found that comprehension of remedial readers was improved through the use of 
the Project STARS method, it provides little to no information atxxjt the benefits of either 
program in the area of phonics or word identification. A replication of the study, with complete 
data and strict adherence to the programs may help to determine the benefits of phonics
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instruction and/or word recognition within the STARS and basal programs. A longitudinal study 
on the retention of comprehension skills would help to determine the degree to which Project 
STARS provides a quality comprehensive program.
Although this study did not consider which of the STARS components were instrumental in 
the students’ reading improvement it can be speculated that the length and direct reading 
instruction provided in the guided reading component was key in improving reading 
comprehension among the students. The guided reading aspect of STARS is the largest and 
most extensive part of the program, which focuses on the comprehension of written material. 
Therefore, it is reasonatXe to assume that this component, in conjunction with the other aspects 
of STARS, produced the accelerated reading scores in the STARS students. However, future 
research is needed to determine which parts of STARS yield the best results.
Due to the intended use of Project STARS as a supplemental program, further research 
using both programs in conjunction may help to reduce the reading deflates among educators, 
combine two good reading programs, and discover the potential benefits of using two programs 
to maximize the educational effectiveness of each program. Researchers may be interested in 
employing the Project STARS strategies while teaching the basal text Again, this research may 
provide several benefits. It would utilize the amount of time spent on reading instruction with two 
effective reading programs, while finding the benefits of using both approaches on all students; 
not just remedial readers. As Hoffman (1986) stated, the important question is not the setting or 
time allocated for remediation, but what occurs during tfiose sessions. Further research is 
needed to determine if a combination approach to remedial education is possible, and if so, wtiat 
the benefits of a collaborative reading approach would be. Certainly, if a resolution to the 
controversy of reading instruction could be minimized pertiaps teactier confusion could be 
reduced and attention could be shifted to the task of tiringing all students up to their grade level 
equivalent
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APPENDIX I
REFERENCED IN TEXT
Table 1
What Works: A Summary of Effective Practices
1. high quality literature on the student's instructional reading level
2. a comprehensive word study/phonics program
3. large amounts of accessible types of literature and time to read it
4. teaching reading for meaning from context
5. emphasis on building background knowledge through graphic organizers
6. small group instruction
7. direct instruction on compretiension and decoding
8. frequent and varied assessment
9. guide reading and teaching of specific reading strategies
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Table 2
Four steps to a Project STARS lesson
1. Rereading a Familiar Text
2. Word Study
Students reread text to gain fluency 
Students focus on a group of familiar words to leam
spelling patterns
3. Guided Reading Students receive direct instruction on comprehension
and are taught instructional strategies
4. Independent Reading/Writing Students finish a reading or reread a selection and 
respond to it in writing
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Table 3
Four steos to a basal readino lesson
1. Preparation to Read Students are introduced to vocabulary and prior 
knowledge is activated
2. Guided Reading Students read orally or silently and work on 
comprehension skills
3. Comprehension Skills Students engage in word analysis or comprehension 
tasks
4. Enrichment Activity Students engage in an extension activity
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APPENDIX II
REFERENCED IN RESEARCH PROCEDURES
Table 4
Means and Standard Deviations for the Pre and Post Dependent Measures
Dependent Varables
BASAL STARS
Pretest Fosttest Pretest Posttest
F^nt-Cooter IRI Mean ZOO Z64 1.00 Z54
S t Deviation .76 .49 1.06 122
N 22 22 24 24
Slosson Mean Z57 Z93 IJ5 1.91
S t Deviation .48 33 .71 .89
N 22 22 15 15
QSI Mean Z82 327 Z46 Z71
S t Deviation .80 .70 .72 .46
N 22 22 24 24
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Tables
Intercorrelations Matrix Between Dependent Measures
Pre Post 
Pre QSI Post Q SI Slosson Slosson Pre Ffynt Post
Pre QSI
Post QSI .61***
Pre Slosson .54** .63***
Post Slosson .55*** .65*** .93***
Pre Flynt .44** .64*** .65*** .61***
Post Flynt .43** .39** .59*** .65*** .68*
p < - 0 5
p < - 0 1  
p <  .001
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Table 6
Means and Standard Deviations of Change from Pre to Post for the Dependent Measures
Variable Basal
(N =22); (N = I5  for the Slosson) 
Mean _ Staiidard Deviation Mean
STARS
(N=24)
Standard Deviation
F^t-Cooter .64 .58 1.54 .72
IRI
Slosson .36 .36 .36 .29
QSI .45 .74 .25 .53
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Table?
Wests for the New Dependent Variable Change Scores
Variable
Flynt-Cooter HU
Slosson
QSI
t dr sig.
pretest 3.65 44 .001
postest 34 44 .735
pretest 537 35 .000
postest 4.41 35 .000
pretest 1.61 44 .115
postest 334 44 .002
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Tables
t-tests for Pre and Post Dependent Measures
w laU e t dr sig.
F^nt-Cooter IRI 2.66 44 .000
Slosson 032 35 .974
QSI 1.09 44 0384
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Tables
Interview Questions Given to Volunteer Teachers
1. How many days a week did you mstruct your students (that were in this study) m readmg 
usmg either the basal or STARS?
2. How many minutes/hours per day did you spend with your students h  this study teachs^ 
readn%?
3. Were any of the students in the study absent Ibr an extended period of time or did any of your 
students start later than the other students in your group?
4. Did you work with your students fom  the study m small group, large group, whole class, or 
individual^  when mstructing the readmg lessons?
5. Using a rating scale o f I • 10, how closed did you follow the readmg program that you were 
using for readmg mstruction? (For example: STARS-did you use aH four components, and if  
not, winch one was left out or added at a later date? Basat-did you follow the guided reading 
preteaching, comprehension skiHs/ihdependent reading, and enrichtœnt actwfties as 
si^ gested?)
6. Did you at any tkne employ other readit% teaclm% techniques with yo ir students ftom this 
study, e&her ndividually or as a group?
7. STARS Teachers On^ reed respond- Did you use Project STARS as yoir sole readmg 
mstruction, or did you teach these subjects with both the basal and STARS method? Please 
be as specific as possible.
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Table 10
Volunteer Teachers’ Responses to Questionnaire
Teacher 1-BASAL
Questions_______ Answers to Questions
1. days/weeks
2. minutes/day
3. absent students
4. instructional setting
5. adherence to the program
6. other techniques used
7. STARS teacher 
supplemental usage
Teacher 2-BASAL
Questions_______________
5 days unless there’s a holiday 
20-30 min/day 
1 child; 12 days 
small groups of 4-5
comprehension activities/some enrichment, teacher's guides
senior volunteer for buddy reading
N/A
Answers to Questions
1. days/Week
2. minutes/day
3. absent students
4. instructional setting
5. adherence to the program
6. other techniques used
7. STARS teacher 
supplemental usage
Sdays
M-60, T-60, W-F 20 min. 
none
small group
preteaching, guided reading, comprehension, independent 
reading and enrichment 
oral reading and comprehension checks with 2 other adults 2
N/A
1. daysA&eek 4days
2. minutes/day 50 min/day
3. absent students none
4. instructional setting small group
5. adherence to the program worWoook, skill pages
6. other techniques used none
7. STARS teacher N/A
supplemental usage
Teacher 4-BASAL
Questions Answers to Questions
1. days/Week 4days
2. minutes/day 60 min/day with vocab. instruction
3. absent students 1 student missed 14 days
4. instructional setting whole group
5. adherence to the program vocab., comprehension skills, preteaching,
independent reading
6. other techniques used another teactier 2xAMk
7. STARS teactier N/A
supplemental usage
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Teacher S^TARS
Questions Answers to Questions
1. daysAweek Sdays
2. minutes/day 35 min/day
3. at)sent students none
4. instructional setting small group of 4
5. adherence to the program used all parts; added them as they were learned; word sort last to
be added
6. other techniques used no
7. STARS teachers-STARS only; no basal
supplemental usage
Teacher 8STARS
Questions Answers to Questions
1. days/Vveek 2 student 3xAwk; 3 students 5x/Wk
2. minutes/day 30 min/day
3. at)sent students one
4. instructional setting small group
5. adherence to the program used all parts for 2. used some parts for other 3 students
6. other techniques used no
7. STARS teachers- no basal
supplemental usage
Teacher 7STARS
Questions Answers to Questions
1. daysAweek 4 days
2. minutes/day 25 minVday
3. at)sent students none
4. instructional setting small group
5. adherence to the program yes; all pads
6. other techniques used only STARS; ELL students had extra time reading
7. STARS teachers- only STARS
supplemental usage
Teacher 8STARS
Questions Answers to Questions
1. daysAweek 4days
2. minutes/day 30 min/day
3. at)sent students none
4. instructional setting small group
5. adherence to the programused all; word sort not as often
6. other techniques used whole group discussions on Fridays
7. STARS teachers STARS only
supplemental usage
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Table 11
Summary of Interview Questions
STARS Sutijects Basal Subjects
Average Number o f 3.6 43
Days ofDâectbn
Instruction
M mutes per day o f 29.6 34.9
Direct Instruction
Use o f Addkional 1 teacher 2xf week 4 teachers
Readmg Instruction 2xfweek
Adherence to Format 2 teachers did not 2 teachers did
ofReadtng Program use the word sort not use
for part o f the enrichment
study
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